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MYSTERY INVOLVING KIDNAPING

OF ROGERS CHILD DEEPENS; NO

LET UP IN SEARCH FOR CULPRITS

Mounted Police and Detectives are

Working Vigorously on This
Sensational Case
OFFICERS

ARE EXTREMELY RETICENT

Rumors of Every Description Are in Circu
lation Which are Neither Denied or
of Early
Af
ity
Arrests Now Remote
firmed-Probabil-

LATE DEVELOPMENTS

IN ABDUCTION

r

Four days since commission of dastardly crime; three days since
payment of $12,000 ransom and return of child, with no arrests.
Detectives and mounted police working day and night on case in
attempt to find some tangible clew.
Sensational rumors In circulation, which are neither affirmed or
denied, furnish plenty to talk about.
Captain Fornoff boards train for north on mysterious mission.
Posses from surrounding country return, confirming abandonment
of search outside of city and town.
the that while work on the case was
of
little necessarily slow, the mounted police
sensational
kidnaping
Waldo Rogers; three days have gone would be able in a short time to
reby since a ransom of $12,000 was paid make some Interesting disclosures
for his safe return to his parents, garding their operations. This morn
Mr.
and Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr. ing, when tfben by a newspaper man.
Though the town has been filled with he said: "We are up against a stone
mounted policemen and trained detec- wtadl. No advancement has been made
tives since the parents, cowed by in the 'case ' and possibilities of an
the kidnapers Into silence until the early arrest are now remote."
child had been redeemed, gave the
A short time later Fornoff held a
first intimation of the crime, not an conference with other officers. In the
arrest has been made- - Rumors ot party were some of the members of
every character are in circulation, but the posses, who returned last night
the officers are neither denying or af- Then Fornoff hurriedly packed up his
firming them.
grip and prepared to take the train
While they are not saying much for the north. It is believed that an
the mounted police and the Santa Fe important clew had been picked up
detectives, under the leadership of and Fornoff, resourceful and full of
Captain Fred Fornoff and Timothy nerve, at once prepared to run down
O'Leary of Pueblo, are extremely ac the clew and perhaps make an arrest.
tive. That they have some definite
Last night it was reported that two
plan upon which they are working of the kidnapers had been located in
ia well known, but they absolutely recountry south of here. Two autos
fuse to disclose the nature of their the
loaded
with oflicers bristling with
operations or the lines upon which rifles and revolvers were
dispatched
invest!
on
their
they are carrying
at once. They returned without their
if
The officers are making close in quarry.
J. D. Hand, Los Alamos ranchei
spectiona of the ground covered by the
went out with a posse Friday afwho
kidnapers during their operations. At
returned home early this
ternoon,
was
the
paid
money
the point where
two
over they have had a number of morning, after having been out
his cowboys haa
He
reported
days.
A
local
photographphotographs made.
located the trail of two horsemen in
er has taken pictures of tracks found
the country north and east of Las
v
In that vicinity. It is said these are
Vegas, at a distance of fifty or sixty
and
bootm&rks
with,
being compared
miles from the city- The trail wa
may lead to the Identification of tb followed for many miles. At nrght-fal- l
has
home
kidnapers. The Rogers
it was believed the two men had
been given a thorough search in the been surrounded.
rehope of finding evidence that will
The officers have demonstrated by
sult in the picking up of a clew.
that the red lamp, placed
experiment
Practically all of the posses have re- in the window of the Rogers home
of
turned to the city and the work the could be seen distinctly from tlu
officers was confined yesterday to the point where the child was delivered
city limits and the country Imme- to Will Rogers, uncle of the kiddiately surrounding Las Vegas. Yes- naped boy. This leads ro the suppositerday afternoon a vacant adobe tion that but two men were involved
house near Romeroville, a short dis- in the plot; one to take care of the
tance south of Las Vegas, was search-ed- . child and the other to receive the
It Is believed the child might money.
Public lnerest in the chase for the
have been kept In this building during tie the time he was In the posses- kidnapers has not waned In fact, it
sion of Mb abductors. The building is growing deeper. The longer the
showed evidences of occupancy and a members of the gang remain at large
couple of billiard balls were found the stronger the sentiment against
there. These ere believed to have them. It hat been rumored that the
been given the child as play things. It identity of the criminals has been diswas Impossible, however, to find trails covered and that they are being
leading from the house that were of shielded because of their prominence.
It is even reported that the money
sufficient deflniteness to follow.
be returned.
may
It Is believed this afternoon that the
clew.
another
discovered
have
officers
BRYAN HANGING AROUND
Captain Fred Fornoff of .the Mounted
Police boarded Santa Fe train No. 10
Washington, April 3. William Jen
at 2 : 10 o'clock. He refused to divulge nings Bryan is In the national caphie destination, stating he was "going ital, rejoicing with the members of
up theroad" and would be back to- his party here, that tomorrow there
morrow or tonight The reason for will be called to order the first dem
his hurried departure has caused ocratlc house of representatives in
much comment That Fornoff will sixteen years. Mr. Bryan today had
bring back with him one or more mem- numerous conferences with various
bers of the kidnaping gang Is the be- leaders, Including Champ Clark, who
tomorrow will take the speaker's
lief of many persons.
Last night Captain Fornoff stated gavel. ,,,--- .

Four days have elapsed since

.

STEALING RICH
MEN'S CHILDREN

Kidnaping rich men's children
has long been one of tha most
of extorting
popular methods
of
the kidnapers,
money. Most
however, are captured, either before or after getting the ransoms
which they have demanded.
David T. Beals, Jr.. son of the
late David T. Beals, who was
president of the old Union Nation
al Bank of Kansas City, Mo., was
kidnaped from his home Thanksgiving night, 1891, when he was
2 years old.
A servant girl who
had been employed only a few
weeks helped In the plot. While
the family was eating dinner and
young David was playing in tha
hall, the maid picked him up and
gave him to a man who was wait'
ing at the front door. The child's
father advertised In the newspapers next morning, offering $5,000
for the return of the baby, and
at 10 o'clock that night two men
returned with the child and received the money. Two men and R
woman had lived at 152S Park
avenue and their actions excited
the suspicions of a neighbor, who
reported to the police. The woman, Elizabeth Slevidence, was the
maid at the Beals home. She and
one of the men, Albert King, were
arrested, convicted and senteneed
to serve a term of five years in th
Missouri penitentiary
The other
man escaped with the money
Edward Cudahy, the
son of Edward Cudahy, the Omaha .
packer, was kidnaped while return
ing from a neighbor's house, December 18, 1900. He was carried
off In a buggy, by two men and
kept bound and chained in a room
in South Omaha for three days.
The abductors threw a note in the
yard of his father's home, offer- lug to return tue boy ior $26,000.
Edward Cudahy, the father, drove
out a lonely road and handed over
the money and the boy was put
In a hack and driven to a place

TWENTY-EIGH-

HELD
KANSAS

CITY

SULTS

ARE

T

JOR

RAID

RE-

leased and allowed to walk home.
Efforts Were made to capture the
kidnapers, but neither of the two
men accused of the crime was
convicted. '
Willie
Whitla, the
son of a rich lawyer In Sharon,
Pa., was kidnaped from school,
March 18, 1909. Letters to his
parents offered to give up the boy
In return for the payment of
$10,000. J. P. Whitla, the boy's
father, tried to trap the kidnapers by having officers at the meeting place. This failed, and at the
which was
next rendezvous,
Cleveland, O., Whitla turned over
$10,000 in bills to one of the kidnapers. The boy was returned to
his father. This was March 22.
The next day the man and woman
who had carried the boy off were
caught by the police. All except
about $300 of the ransom was
found sewed up in the woman's
skirt. The man, James H. Boyle,
was given a life sentence in the
Pennsylvania penitentiary and the
woman was sentenced to 25 years
in prison.
boy,
Charley Ross, a
was stolen from his father's home
Christian K. Ross, in 'Baltimore,
Md., July 1, "1874Although the
father searched for years no trace
was ever found of the boy. Dozens
of young men with mysterious
childhoods have tried to convince
the world that they were Charley
Ross, but the child probably was
killed years ago.
d
Horace Marvin, the
son of Dr. Horace Marvin, of Kltts
Hummock, Del., disappeared from
his father's farm March 5, 1907.
Marvin offered $20,000 ransom, and
the police we.e active in trying
to find the chl' i. The kidnppers
became alaruieu, as the penalty
for
kidnaping in Delaware Is
death, and killed the child. The
body was found on his father's
farm May 4, 1907.

OF ARRESTS

Kansas City, Mo., April 3. Twenty-on- e
men arrested
of the fifty-eigin yesterday's raid upon the Italian
quarter are still held by the police.
The othef men were released during the night, satisfying the officers
after a gruelling examination that
they knew nothing of the murder
last Tuesday of Joseph Raimo, the
Italian policeman. Raimo is believed
to have been the victim of an organized Italian gang with headquarters in Kansas City. Many shot guns,
revolvers, rifes and knives were
seized in the raid.

'POSSIBILITY

OUTOME

ULRICH PLEADS NOT GUILTY
New York, April 3. A formal plea
of not guilty was entered

today by
A'bert Ulrich, the carpenter, arrested
two weeks ago on a charge of "assaulting Booker T. Washington, the negro
educator, No date was set for j the
trial.

HINGES

VISIONAL

ON WHAT

PRO-

PRESIDENT WILL
DEMAND

El Paso, April 3. Interest here in
the Mexican war situation centers today In Francisco Madero, sr., and Alfonso Madero, who arrived In El Paso
last night, presumably on a mission
of peace. The father and brother of
the Insurgent . leader have intimated
developments might be expected in a
few days, and it is believed they are
here to await the arrival of messengers from the Insurgents chief, bringing the terms upon which he will consent to a cessation of hostilities. That
these terms must be formulated by
men in the field, was declared by Alfonso Madera last night. That the
elder Madero's Influence will be
strongly for peace, Is the statement
of those who claim to know his attitude.

-

CHURCHCDNFERENCE

Washington,

April-

3.

Taft enlivened the morning

$126,500

FOSTER

OF

VERMONT

NAME8 POWERS
WHICH WILL SIGN

STATES

S

To Seek Recognition
Washington, April 3. Assurances
that foreign interests in Mexico will
be adequately protected, are made by
Francisco I. Madero, jr., president of
the provisional government of Mexico,
in a communication addressed to Sec
retary of State Knox and the diplomatic representatives of other interested governments. The text of the
document was made public today.
In setting forth forth at considerable length the reason which Impelled
the Insurrectionary movement in
Mexico, the note declares it Is just
because the people of Mexico have exhausted every legal and peaceful recourse to obtain much needed reforms ;
that It Is patriotic because it has
no other object than to establish' a
constitutional regime In Mexico and

(Continued on Page Five)

VETO BILL

London, April 3. The real work on
the veto designed to restrict the
powers ot the house of lord a was begun today with the opening of the
committee stage In the house ot commons. There Is Intense public Interest and every available ticket of admission was disposed of days ago.
The debate will be long and keen. Already more than a thousand amendments have been prepared. It Is the
avowed Intention of the government
to send the measure to the upper
house by the middle of May, but the
veteran members doubt the possibil.'
ity of this.

.

J.

M.

REPUR-

CUNNINGHAM

CHASES IT FOR NEW YORK
CORPORATION

BIDDER

OTHER

THIS GOVERNMENT WILL NO OFFER UNDER $100,000 PERTAKE INITIATIVE IN FRAM- - '
MITTED BY. SPECIAL MASTER
ING TREATIES
W. B. BUNKER"

SAYS

ENGLAND,

JAPAN

AGREEMENTS
AND

FRANCE

OTHER WORLD POWERS

FAV-

ORING ARBITRATION

Washington, April 3 Representative Foster of Vermont, the ranking
minority member of the house committee on foreign affairs, predicted
at the White House today that arbitration treaties soon would be negotiated between four of the greatest
powers of the world, the United
States to take the leading part In
framing the negotiations. Mr. Foster
named the Uniled States, Great Britain, France and Japan as the powers
that would enter Into such agreements. - Eventually, he said, other
powers of the world would be forced
to take similar action. Mr. Foster
said he had had personal conversations with the mayor of Tokio and
other Japanese of prominence and he
believed the sentiment of Japan was
In favor of such agreements-

KING PERSUADES

CANALEJAS TO STAY
SPANISH PREMIER RECONSIDERS
RESIGNATION AND REORGANIZES CABINET

Madrid, April 3. The Canalejas
ministry, as reorganized, was gazetted today. The changes were Indicated by the premier, who was 'given a free reign by King Alfonso on
condition that he withdraw his resignation of Saturday. Minister of Affairs Prieto and Minister of Public
Works Gasset retain their portfolios.
Valarln'o, who was minister of justice, becomes minister of the ' interior.

The Optic Installing
A, P, Leased Wire
Keeping pace with the rapid advance of the territory, The Optic
has made arrangements to add another
metropolitan feature. At
considerable expense this paper
has purchased the complete Associated Press day report, A wire
has been leased especially for the
exclusive use of The Optic. It
will bring to Las Vegas six days
In each week news from all parts
of the globe. Patrons of , The
Optic, each evening, can sit down
to read their papers knowing they
have available the best news service that can be obtained. .
The Optic for years has been a
member of the Associated Press.
It has received the news carried
by that Immense gatherer ot facts
and given it to its readers. But
the service maintained has not
been the complete report. Every
event in the world worth chronl-cllin- g
was obtained, but on account
of the brevity of the report, was
not elaborated upon- - The new.
leased wire service will bring to
this city Just as complete reports
of big events throughout the world ,
as are carried by the big New York
dallies.
The reports will Be received right-IThe Optic's editorial rooms.
Linemen are busy installing instruments and connecting the office
with the leased wire. It costs good
money to Inaugurate such Improvements, but The Optic believes it

DR.

TO LEAD BUT ONE

President
proceed-

BOUGHT IN FOR

IS

-

Four-year-ol-

PROCCED-ING-

REPRESENTATIVE

DEPENDS ON THE REBEL CHIEF INTERNATIONAL

.

Including England and the United
States, are represented at the International Congress of Music, which assembled in Ktome today for a week's
session. O. G. Soppeck, of the Library
of Congress, and A. J. Gantvoort, of
the Cincinnati College of Music represent the United States.

4 NATII

OF EL PASO

BELIEVE THAT PEACE IN NEAR
FUTURE IS MORE THAN A

-

PRESIDENT ENLIVENS

PACT BETWEEN

MADEROS SEEM QUITE HOPEFUL UNITED

ings of the Baltimore conference of
the Methodist Episcopal church today
by declaring be could do only with
congress what the ministers hope to
do with their congregations, make his
recommendations and then pray for
the best results. The president said
he realized the immense influence of
the church.
"It has been my good fortune," he
said, "to know how much the support of militant methodism contributes to the progress of the government and civilization of the world."
The president declared if he had
CUT RATES NOT UNLAWFUL
to
3.
to
An
prepare two or three sermons a
attempt
Washington, April
put a ban on "cut rates" In proprie- - week he would retire to the cloister.
tary medicines in this country today
received the unqualified disapproval
of the Supreme Court of the United WORKING ON PLAN
States. The court declined, in an
opinion written by Justice Holmes, to
TO RESTRICT LORDS
give its aid to such an attempt on
manthe ground it would afford the
ufacturers of medicine an unlawful PUBLIC INTEREST IN GREAT BRImonopoly.
TAIN CENTERS IN PROPOSED
MUSIC CONGRESS AT ROME
nations
Rome, April 3. Twenty-on- e

ARRIVE IN CITY

INTEREST IN MEXICAN WAR SITUATION NOW TRANSFERRED;,
THERE

OF METHODIST-EPISCO- .
PAL MEETING

IN LARGE NUMBER

SPECIAL ENVOYS PREDICTS PEACE LIGHT & POWER CO.

was re-

TAFT ADDRESSES A

MURDER

POLICE

near his home, where he

CITY EDITION

will receive the support of its patrons In Its new venture.
The securing of the full day report is a matter of gratification
to this paper. Its local columns
have always been filled with the
news
and the big Improvement In the telegraph dis1- '
patch service will make it the
newsiest paper In northeastern
New Mexico.
It was by
that The
Optic secured the leased wire service. A new circuit Has been
formed. Including Trinidad, Raton,
Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Albuquerque
and 1 Paso, newspapers m each
of those cities receiving the complete report.
The Optic will begin receiving
its new report Monday, April 17,
just two weeks from today.
Watch for it
The leased wire service will
make this newspaper the headquarters for late dope on all important events. . If a big prize
fight Is pulled off. The Optic will
be present through a representa- . tlve
of the Associated Press and
Las ' Vegas people will learn the
progress of the battle and final
result without delay. War news,
fires, political campaigns, baseball
and everything in which the people are inteersted will be received
ere and given publicity, important events being bulletined in
front of the office.

MEANS END OF LITIGATION
AS RESULT OF TODAY'S SALE IM
PROVEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS WILL BE MADE

For $126,500 Dr. J.

M.

Cunningham

this morning purchased the plant and
franchises of the Las Vegas Railway
and Power company for this corpora- '
ton. The purchase was made at a
public auction sale on the east front
steps of the court house conducted by.
E. D.
Special Master W. B. Bunker,
Raynolds, representing W. A. Bud- decke and others was the only other
bidder for the property.
In opening the sale, Mr. Bunker read
the legal notice. Then he announced
that no bid under $100,000 would be
accepted. Mr. Raynolds was the first
to bid, offering $100,000. This Is the
amount of money deposited by
the railway company and others upon order of the court, as a bona
fide bid and guarantee ot good faith,
In order to secure the resale ot the
property. Both Dr. Cunningham and
Mr. Raynolds raised the bid in $1,000
steps until $10,000 was reached. At
this point the bid advanced by raises
ot $500. At $16,000 Dr. Cunningham
raised the bid to $20,000. From that
point it advanced $500 at a time.
Before the bidding began, Percy
Carr, an attorney for the Trust Company of St Louis County, plaintiff in
the action under which a tormer sale
of the street railway and power company was made, announced his clients
would reserve the right to appeal the
matter to the United States supreme
court During the bidding Mr. Bunker
created a little fun by suggesing that
some of the many spectators show
their sporting blood and do a little
bidding.,
The story of the litigation into
which the Las Vegas Railway and
Power company became involved is a
long and tortuous one. On Decem
ber 5, 1908, the district court for San
Miguel county rendered a decree and
judgment against the company in favor
of the Trust Company of St Louis
County and ordered the property and
franchises sold. The judgment was
made upon 300 first mortgage coupon
bonds, aggregating $300,000 issued by
the company to the Trust Company
of St Louis County. The property
was sold, according to the court order,
a few months later. Dr. Cunningham
was the purchaser, the price being be
ing between $60,000 and $70,000.
Following the sale Buddecke and
the railway company appealed to the
i

Bud-deck- e,

(Continued on Page Five)

HART AND GRIMES
REPORTEDCAPTURED
DISPATCH

FROM

DURANGO

RE

PORTS THEIR ARREST IN
COLORADO TOWN

Durango, Colo., April 3. Two men
arrested at Hesper, Colo., yesterday,
who are believed to be Dennis Hart
and James Grimes, who broke jail at
Albuquerque, N. M., were taken into
custody on complaint of several Durango merchants, who claimed thit
they had passed a number of worthless checks.
BURGLARS

GET .STAMPS

Calif--,

April
Healdburg,
in the postofflce here was blown open
early today by robbers, who escaped
with $3,000 worth of postage .stamps.
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Color and
TKe Beauty of the" Easter Season Reflected in Our Store in the Splendid Gathering of Spring Wcarablcs-O- ut
Indoors,, Masses of
of Doors Bursting Buds, and Warming Sunshine.
Fashion Has Proclaimed Her Rule of Dress for the Easter Parade. Our Store Answered "Ready."
Luring Notes of Freshness andiBeauty.
Here are soft lovely new cotton goodsfilmy nets, vivid tones silks, big bursting blossoms, clusters of "wonderful toned ribbons, masses of laces, heaps of dainty
new and
children's wear. Even the
hats and suits, and dresses, and such like, join the chorus of Spring and Easter, chanting, "new and beautiful,
beautiful."
.
things-of-servic- e,

rff!?T'..

k

And our price marks, they are the same dependable value- giving kind you have always found at our store.

''V

--

...

You will
Everyone of you must surely have something new for Easter. If not a suit or hat then shoes, gloves, a band bag one or other of the
find that we have anticipated every requirement. And while each item accurately reflects the latest
the prices are fair and graded to suit all purses. We
bid you welcome to our EASTER DISPLAY.
dress-accessorie-

style-dictat-

s.

es

v

ft-

-
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Here are Such Hats as You'll Long to
Wear on Easter Sunday

1

This season will be one of Oxfords and Pumps. The new models are
more than usually attractive and qualities are up to our usual standard. The
new Cupid toe is receiving the strongest approval from all. Suedes and Velvets are the materials most in demand. -

e.

k

It took clever fingers and a very mine of fashion-notion- s
to evolve such
numbers of hats each with its own notes of distinction and beauty and which
yet would be offered at such reasonable prices.

fill
many

.n 1

if

;

Suede and Velvet Pumps at $4.00

rareni' ueauier uxioras ai

The season's best styles have been gathered from the large Eastern
and brought here for you to choose from. Never has our line been so
large and varied, nor the values better.

v

4

T

.

1

1

Vici Kid Oxfords at $2.50 to

s

r

St

V

tr-A- e

(

J

For Easter.

2 nn

at

1

3.00

to..

fit them

....

cut out from head to
toe, fresh and sweet
as Spring itself. Every need of theirs, for
u
Sunday best,
can find here
in the newest styles.
Prices will equally
orromp-ing--yo-

gratifyMother'spurse

Pretty and dainty white dresses in an unnus- sually large variety and best styles, all
sires, 75c to

Mens' dark Blue Serge Suit with three but- ton Sack coat, half Peg trousers stylish and
serviceable,

V"t'v

A large variety of pretty lingerie waists in new and
attractive styles, neatly trimmed with lace
and embroidery

$i.5o

A dainty waist of India Linen with Dutch Neck, Elbow Sleeves, attractively trimmed
'.
. with Val. and Cut Lace designs

2.50

An all Linen tailored waist, well made from good
unstarched cuffs

i.5o

materials, with pocket

and

3.00

A fine quality of all Linen waist, tailoted, either plain or tucked front

Such pretty new effects are introduced. Even
y
cotton and lisle have gained in attractiveness through their added
A good pure Silk hose with Lisle thread tops,
gf)C
double heel and toe., per pair
work-a-da-

s.

Then you want of course gloves that fit' that wear, that
reveal any little new style notes. We have only such gloves.
In kid, in silk, in various fabrics, we have provided all sizes
fair orices.
Chamoisette gloves in Black, White, Grey and Chamois, . . 50c
b5c
ahort bilk gloves m Black or White,
Long Silk gloves in Black, White and colors,
$1.00

Ce
h2000

Fancy Grey Cashmere with three button Sack
Coat, regular cut trousers, a suit for service.

.v20, OO

Men Will Enjoy

The long frills, the novel lay down
ize well with the vogue of Empire styles. But for the
woman who prefers the stiff high collars and the smart
ribbon and chiffon
there are all sorts of
neck-fixing-s,

delightfully new and original conceits.
An unusually large variety of new and dainty
Jabots in Lawns, Lace and Ribbon, each.
New Sailor Collars in Swiss or Batiste daintily
trimmed with lace and motifs, each 35c to. ...

..35c
-j

i-

D"

Originality the

Keynote of the
New Handbags

The shopping bags,
leather Tapestry or

11

II

of Oxford's, Too

In our men's shoe department you will find an excellent
variety of the new nobby styles in Oxfords.

u

s.

iturn

Fashion has never evolved lovelier models than those of the
fac-i- .
nnrl cilto ore
season, fhe new. rlress crnnds
.
.
a:
i.
tnar.
uauiiK. xt
inuiuctessaniv nisn
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u
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$1.25

Messaline, good quality and all desirable colors, per yard

t.

V

k
-

Elegance the Hark of New Suits

Ji"
--

I

1

y?dfcsJfj

75C

Satin Finished wool novelties, exclusive Pattern.
Silk Eolienne, with small "Woven design, exclusive pattrn
Wool Novelties in all new Shades and weaves, per yard
Variety of new weaves and designs in all colors, per yard

a Pair

Patent Oxfords, dull top, Military Heel
$5.00
Patent Oxfords, newest models
4.00
Gun Metal Oxfords, all the best styles, $4.00 and.. .. 4.50

!

TvresfiTit

.

$3.50

Crossett Oxfords

y v

laaraPAi

f tjkMvW
1
I

'. .

$11.50
11.75
1.25
60c

Every Woman Can Afford to be Charmingly Dressed This
Summer With Such Artistic Wash Fabrics
Prices seem unusually small when they mark so much beauty, such delightful diversity too.
An excellent variety of Batistes and Dimities in new and dainty patterns,
15c
per yard
. .25c
Silk Tissues in all desirable colors, per yard.
25c
Printed Quadrilles, a new fabric, per yard
Cotton Voiles, Dimities, Batistes and Tissues, per yard
35c.
Silk Marquisette; all new shades, per yard..- 50c

It is in most cases the elegance of artistiv simplicity.
The modish tweeds, worsted, serges are
plainly tailored or with perhaps a contrasting note ofusually
braid.
suits

Every latest

style-not- e
is reflected in our collection of
fabrics, colors, models. And our characteristic
g
prevails here also.
value-givin-

to $50.00
The Appropriate Dress for the Easter Parade
$18.00

Or Any Other Occasion

We might mention such modish
styles as the
waist line and narrow skirts. We might note the raised
favored
fabrics, like voile, foulard, marquisette, satin. But
you
could glean no idea of the beauty, the
smartness, the tempt-Eew &prin dres5es. Then
tCti0n11 like
see
too.
Silk Dresses $15.00 to $65.00
Marquisette
Dresses
$12 50
t0
$35.00
Lingerie Dresses $7.50 to $25.00

5?

-

Possibly it is a Coat You Have Decided on
for Easter

beaded show many novel shapes as well as the
dozens of other sorts of
fabric bags. You surely must carry one with
the new Easter costume.

75 C to $10.00

a Season

Military Heel.

Ulbuiua Vfl MUI1UW11UI UUWU9 VaiKU I Ul 111
By These New Silks And Dress Goods.

Indro' Shantungs in all the new Shades, per yard ..

Neckwear Whose Prevailing
Note is Becomingness
collars harmon-

jt33

Fancy tan stripe Suit with one button novelty
Sack coat, full Peg trousers, very dressy

Tan Calfskin, Military Heel, Chrome Tan
All Patent Colt
Button, Sailor Tie.
Oxfords, Gun Metal, Sailor Tie with

Easter Always Means New Gloves

Childrens' Easter Headwear

Spring Beauty Seems Woven
Even Into the Hosiery
the

fcci

Douglas Oxfords

P50

35c to $5.00

xer

Of course the men want a new Easter Suit. We have
purchased an excellent variety of the newest, most nobby
styles in mens' suits and have marked them for quick selling.
You'll appreciate the following values as above the average.

C

We have just received the largest, best variety of
new and dainty creations in children headwear we
have ever shown.

-

M

Men's Department.

Whether it is a trig mannish waist, or a filmy mass of
laces and exquisite handwork there is in these new waists, a
note of distinction in the cut, and in the trimming that will
appeal at once to the woman who understands. New Spring
models for every occasion of wear for every limit of purse.
-

We can

service-qualitie-

IF

l

Make The Little Ones Ready

.

3

o.iw

Women Will Approve These Pretty Waists
v

fA 1

rs

Trimmed Hats at $3.60 to $15.00
Street Hats at $1.50 to $5.00

l U Van il

4.00

Suede Oxfords at
.

Style-Cente-

Shoe-Tim- e

You have appreciated our unfailing satisfactory Shoe service through
of
many seasons. This spring we maintain the high standard in the variety
new styles we have assembled.

Shall it be a trig tailored hat? Or a big graceful affair of drooping brim
with masses of blossoms?. Never was there such wide scope Vor millinery-choicIt seems that the precisely becoming shape and trimming for every
face has been anticipated.

I

Means New

Easter-Tim- e

material
lecteKuSn Cg1fWhlteVf
developed in manv

h

attractive

to the latest of Fashion's decrees
new suggestions in fabrics,
colors, styles.
models-accor- ding

ESTABLISHED 1062

$12.50 to $35.00

Many

v
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and 145

election of senators, Canadian reciprocity, tariff revision, investigation
of governmental
condepartments
gressional reappointments, statehood
for Arizona and New Mexico, general
deficiency appropriation, District of
Columbia legislation and publicity of
campaign contributions.
Rev. Henry H. Couden of Port Huron, Mich., who for many years has
been chaplain of the house, was
DEMOCRATIC
HOUSE
CAUCUS
INTRODUCTION OF EVIDENCE IN
unanimously
TRIAL
HUMPHREYS-FARPUTS IT ON PROGRAM OF
The caucus adjourned at midnight
EXTRA SESSION
CONCLUDED
.
The important changes in the rules
under which the new congress will
Raton, N. M., April 3. At the conWashington, April 3. In a party operate are:
caucus noteworthy for Its harmony
The selection of committees by the vening of court Saturday morning, in
the trial of J. D. Humphreys, alias
and the smoothness of its progress, house.
the democratio members of the new
A provision to prevent difibustering Arkansaw, and Robert Henry Farr,
house of representatives late Saturday under the rule giving authority to alias Henry Farr, charged with the
from consider- larceny of $33,000 from the Wells
night adopted without change the discharge committees
bills.
ation
of
committee assignments, the economy
Fargo company, at French, N. M., May
A provision permitting amendments
program and the new rules prepared
was en
to appropriation bills whenever those 14th, 1908, while the money
for tlie coming session by the
route
from
Bank
National
the
First
that have been working in the amendments will result In retrenchto
of
coal
Dawson
the
ment of national expenditures.
Albuquerque,
lust month.
come
to
bills
for
up
of
counsel
for
John
Morrow,
Authority
mines,
Important changes in procedure
unani- the defense
under
the
for
twice
passage
statethe
made
opening
and a general reorganization of the
mous consent privilege.
ment to the jury as to what the de-- j
house will result from the action of
The rule to prevent filibustering on fense expected to prove to show the
the democrats. The power of nam- amotion to discharge a committee innocence of Farr and Humphreys of
ing committees was definitely taken from
custody of a bill is the result of the crjme charged against them. The
from the speaker by the rules, and
conducted in the last court room was crowded with
filibuster
the
specta
lodged in the house itself. Commit session
Mann of tors,
Representative
by
many people waiting In the cortee members are to be elected .by the
Illinois. He had the postoffloe "re- ridors until the doors of the court
house, not only in the first instance
bill placed on the cal- room were thrown
organization
open, and then
but also In the filling of vacancies.
this rule, and demanded
under
endar
rushing in to secure Jhe best seats
A saving of flS2,000 in the annual
an
it be read completely,
opera on the lower floor where
is promised that
they could
ot of running congress
tion that consumed several days.
secure a good view of the two defendout
of
the
superflucutting:
through
a
bill
The new rule provides that
ants, and the witnesses' fls' they testifous employes, and the employes of Bhall be read
by lta title and that its ied.' !
inactive committees; and through the
one
more
hun
not
be
than
shall
The case has attracted intense in"extra title
abolishment of
It prohibits any terest. The defendant
dred words long.
are
Henry Farr
month's pay." Appointive places
member from having before the house has resided in Colfax
since
county
one
hands
committee,
into
the
pf
put
at any time more than two motions 1900, and during that time has been
as
the to
a special body to 'be known
discharge committees from the cus- engaged in various avocations. When
committee on organization andx the
Under this rule the
tody of bills.
sctamble for congressional positions democrats believe it can be made to he first came to the territory he was
in the cattle business in La Clnta
will center about Its door.
work as originally intended to pre- canyon, in San Miguel county, near
a
session
legislative vent the burying of bills in committee.
At the night
the line of the Bell ranch; later he
nroeram was adopted and officers
The new rule affecting appropria- was in the butcher business In the
were elected as follows:
tions bills is a renewal ot the
town of Dawson, and worked for ParClerk South Trimble of Frankfort, "Holman rule" first used by the ker Wells, for several years, when
democrats in 1875. It permits amend- Wells had tne contract to furnish beef
"Ky., who was a member of the
ments to appropriation bills of wide for the Dawson Fuel
congress.
company. In
when these amendments
U. S. Jackson, of character,
Sergeant-at-arm- s
at
time Of the alleged
the
1908,
May
federal exIndiana, who defeated William H will affect a reduction of
robbery he was conducting a saloon
114
of
vote
a
penditures.
York
by
In the town of Springer, about twelve
Ryan of New
Following the adoption of the rules miles from French. He is a nephew
to 97.
of the new rules of
Edward Farr, John Farr, and the
Doorkeetxr Joseph J. Sinnott of Chairman Henry
committee, said they would be offer- late Jeff Farr, prominent business
Virginia.
house tomorrow, immediately men of
Postmaster William M. Dunbar, ed to the
Walsenburg, Colorado, and
preliminary organization of several of his relatives have been
the
after
.of Augusta, Ga., was elected on the
the
congress,
present since the trial commenced. A
third ballot, defeating R. G. Brenner
In its efforts to reduce the house
94.
104
to
New
of
large number of his friends and neighJersey,
roll and dispense with extra em bors are
A legislative program was submit- pay
present, and all of them inthe democratic caucus author- sist that Farr is innocent, of the crime
ted by Chairman Underwood of the ployes,
ized sweeping changes. The abolishcharged against him. and Is a victim
ways and means committee ami ment of ninety-eigh- t
appointive posi- of circumstances.
adopted by the caucus. It is designthe 'dropping of six standing
Humphreys, the other defendant,
ed to limit the activities of the extra tions;
from the house list and
committees
has no friends. He U a
session to such questions as popular
apparently
the abolishment of the extra pay al- man about fifty-twyears of age;
lowed each session to the employes, about five feet ten inches In
height;
are important features of the pbn.
weighs about 175 lbs. and is very
NO REASONFOR DOUBT
In its economy the democratic orHe sits quietly
of dark complexioned.
ganization decided that fortv-twbehind his counsel Judge E. V. Long,
about
the special policemen employed
A STATEMENT OF FACTS BACKED
apparently indifferent to the strong
the capitol could be dispensed with chain of evidence produced against
GUARANTEE
BY A STRONG
o
clerkship's and liim.
and that thirty-twDuring the short recesses that
under the dc.k of
minor
positions
all
are
in the morning and aftertaken
to
relief
complete
We guarantee
Cue
the house could be abo.'.s.ied.
noon
In
every
sessions, when the jury retires, he
.sufferers from constipation.
chief bill clerk with four assistants will
roll a cigarette, and rarely
the
will
we
calmly
supply
fail
case where we
and a stenographer are to take the looks
at the audience.
about
free.
medicine
place of the many clerks removed.
In his 'opening address to the jury
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, effecare
abolished
committees
six
The
Mr. Morrow stated that the defense
bowel regu- '
those on militia, Pacific railroads,
tive, defendable and safe
would show by maps that from the
tonic.
and
They
land
claims,
lator, strengthener
manufactures, private
countour
a
of the country it was absoin
functions
nature's
and improvements of the Miscause levees
not
for the witnesses for
do
impossible
lutely
They
way.
quiet, easy
sissippi river, and ventilation and the
nausea.
Jacob
or
Taylor and Roy
territory,
any inconvenience, griping
acoustics.
the horses
to
seen
and
have
take
Clouthier,
to
The work of these committees had
They are so pleasant
to have recognized
claim
be
which
they
may
l
ha-that
they
so
or
easily
work
either disappeared completely
as belonging to Henry Farr, at the
taken by any one at any time. They been taken over by other committees.
scene of the robbery; that Humphreys
whole
system
the
tone
up
thoroughly
was not present at the time of the
activity.
'
to healthy
hold-up- ,
PLAN TRAFFIC LEAGUE
but had left New Mexico some
unsurpassable
are
Rexall Orderlies
3. Transporta- days before it occurred; that Humphold
of
O.,
children,
'Cincinnati,
use
April
the
and ideal for
cantion and traffic officials representing reys and Farr were simply acquainfolks and delicate persons. We
all
to
them
recommend
nearly all the prominent railroads of tances, and that Farr had befriended
not too highly
ot
the country met here today to dis- Humphreys when the latter was ill In
constipaform
any
from
sufferers
Two
cuss
the proposed formation of a Na- Springer and under a physician's care;
evils.
tion and its attendant
tional
you
League of Transportation and that Farr was present at French when
Remember,
25c.
sizes, 10c and
clubs. The new organization the Tobbery occurred, but he was
Traffic
this
can obtain Rexall Remedies in
to have a membership of forced by the masked robbers, at the
The
store
expects
our
community only at
10,000 railroad men.
point of their rifles, to assist the
G.
E.
Murpbey.
Rexall Store,

EARLY STATEHOOD

FRENCH ROBBERY

FOR NEW MEXICO

CASE

LOOM SEBRIGHT

A.
WITH

PSasCilIea

HGDgs

PAPEN

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge

1212

3SPEED SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

10 JURY

Flanders "20"
FORF.-DOO-

K

$800.00
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time-honore- d
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents, Las Vegas. N.

Wells Fargo messenger, Archie Hilton, to break open the safe.
William A. Chapman wa3 the first
witness for the defense. He is a surveyor and civil engineer, and exhibited a large map made by him showing
the countour of the country to the
east of the station at French. Counsel endeavored to show by this witness that it was impossible for people
standing at the depot, to have recog-nlgh- t
the horses upon which the robbers rode away after taking the money
from the safe, their location being
about 1,200 feet from the station, and
slightly behind a large sand ridge In
the bed of the Rio Colorado.
He was followed by at least a half
dozen witnesses, all friends of Henry
Farr, who testified that they had
made the experiment of placing three
horses at the point where the horses
of the robbers were located in the
stream, and were unable to tell the
color of the horses from the station
at French. Some of them also testified that on the afternoon of the robbery, young Clouthier and Taylor,
stated thaat two of the horses were of
a gray color, and one a boy. Clouthier and Taylor now testify that one
of the horses was' a bay and the other
a dun or; buckskin, and that they recognized the ihorses as belonging to
Farr and horses which they had seen
Humphreys taking care of when he
worked for Farr in Springer up to a
few days prior to the hold-up- .
Ira Duckworth Charles Swacheim,
Carl
Swacheim, Sheridan Burch
and Cecil Mann, testified that the
general reputation of the witness,
Charles Lowther in the, community
for truth and veracity was bad. Lowther was the witness for. the terriHumphreys
tory who testified that
came to him in April, 1908, and asked him to join in the hold up, which
he refused to do, and later Humphreys told him that the Job could be
pulled off by Henry Farr and himself, as soon as they could ascertain
from Bud Farmer, when the money
to pay off the men at Dawson would
At
be shipped from Albuquerque.
that time Bud Farmer was a deputy
sheriff of Colfax county, and a special officer for the Dawson Fuel company. Farmer Is also under indictment, for the robbery, but secured a
severance in his. case. He has been
present in, the court room since the
commencment of the trial.
Robert
Alldredge, a prominent
merchant of Springer, had testified
for the territory that about a week
prior to the robbery he saw Farr and
Humphreys together at the town of
Roy, N. M- Farr" claims that Humph
reys had left New Mexico prior to
that time. Several witnesses from
Roy were introduced who stated that
on the occasion referred to they saw
Farr in Roy but did not see Humphreys.
The last witness prior to adjourn
-

ment of court last Saturday afternoon
was Henry Farr, one of the defendants. He denied that he had any
Intimate acquaintance with Humphreys; that Humphreys' had left New
Mexico sometime before the robbery,
and he 'did not know where he went;
that the horses claimed by, the prosecution to have been at the robbery
he had sold to a man named Edward
Johnson, at least three weeks before
the robbery. He could not locate
Johnson, 'or tell his present whereabouts. He stated that on May 14,
1908, he left Springer to go to French
on business he had there with Parker
Wells; that he stepped into the express room at French station just as
the agent and his helper and the
Wells-Fargguard unloaded the big
strong iron box or safe from the
'ruck, which had been taken off of
train No. 10. Two masked robbers
ippeared In the doorway and threw
their rifles down on the agent, the
helper, the guard and himself, and
ordered them to hold up their hands,
and line up against the wall. He
stood there several minutes, while
the robbers attached a fuse and small
stick of dynamite to the lock of the
safe; that he then spoke up and said:
"Don't touch that off in this small
toom, you will Injure or cripple some
of us." Mrs. Smith, the wife of the
agent, had testified for the territory
that she heard some one plead with
the robbery, but could not say that
it was Farr. Farr stated that the
robbers, or one of them, then rolled
the safe out on the platform and
compelled Archie Hilton, the guard,
to hold a chlsle on the broken lock,
and he, (Farr), to strike the chisle
with a heavy sledge hammer until
the door was opened. Then they
him and Guard Hilton to take
the packages out of the safe, and.
carry them, ahead of the robbers,
about 100 feet north of the railroad
track, and then east about 300 feet
to a small hill in the bed of the
Red river, where another robber was
holding three horses. Here the robbers took the packages from him and
Hilton, faced them towards the depot and told them to walk there and
not look back; that the robbers then
mounted the horses and rode away-Hstated that he had nothing to do
with the robbery, did not know who
the robbers were, and that he had
never shared In any of the proceeds
of the robbery.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess for the
prosecution, subjected Farr to a long
examination, but the defendant stuck
to his story quite well. He exhibited
much nervousness on his cross examination, and oftentimes would delay for' a moment "or more before
answering the interrogatories of counsel, seeming to fear that the adroit
counsel was setting some trap for
him. At the conclusion of his test!-nionhe felt much relieved, and
stepped down from the 'stand and
o

com-pelle- d

'

y

seated himself behind his counsel,
wiping tie perspiration from his face
with a handkerchief.
Counsel for the defense stated that
the testimony ot Farr practically concluded their case, and intimated to
Judge Roberts that the defendant,
Humphreys, would not take the wit
ness stand. Judge Roberto, upon assurance of counsel that the case
would end Monday night, adjourned
the court until Monday morning. The
Jury is being kept together in charge
of bailiffs. They are
comfortably
housed at the Seaberg hotel. It Is
the general Impression that the territory has made an exceptionally
strong case against the accused men
and that the best the defendants can
hope for at the present outlook of tne
case, Is a hung Jury.
MARCH WEATHER SUMMARY
According to the report of John C.
Baker, volunteer weather observer at
the Normal University, the precipitation for the month of March was .18
inches. The average precipitation for
March, for a period covering fifty
years, Is .62 inches. The snowfall
for the month was 1.3 inches, which
occurred on March 23. The average
snowfall for the month is 2.2 Inches.
The maximum temperature was 70 degrees on March 29 while the minimum
was zero on March 1. The greatest
range of temperature 47 degrees, occurred on the latter date. The average temperature for the month was
41.5 degrees. The greatest precipitation In twenty-fou- r
hours was .March
23, when .09 Inches of moisture fell.
During the month there were seventeen clear days, three cloudy days and
eleven partly cloudy.
ELECTION

I

MODEL

R

BY TONIGHT

L.

"I

IN MICHIGAN

DAY

Detroit, April 3.- The spring elections for state, county and city
took place in Michigan today.
The state officers to be chosen are
two judges of the supreme court, two
regents of the state university, two
members of the board of agriculture,
one member of the board of educaof
tion and a state superintendent
public instruction. The democratic
platform indorsed Canadian reciprocity, while the republican platform
failed to mention the subject.
-

of-fir-

M.

EGGCEPT10NALLY

EGGSASPERATING
FRESH CLASS OF NORMAL MAKE
AN

EGGSCURSION

ON

SOPHOMORr.S

Exceptionally eggsasperatlng was
the conduct of some of the members
of the freshman class of the Normal
Saturday evening, when they made an
eggscursion to the main building of
the institution where the Sophomores
were entertaining the seniors, juniors
and faculty members. Eggsercising
considerable eggsecutive ability the
freshies succeeded in inducing some
of the sophs to come to the windows.
Then, with eggsact aim they hurled
several eggs, which eggsploded and
eggspanded when they struck the manly bosoms of the sophs.
The sophs beat a hasty retreat Jan
itor Hansen of the Normal went out
in the yard to eggspostulate with, the
freshies for their uneggsemplary conduct. He is said to have been egged
on by; the sophs In taking this action.
It is certain that he was egged by
the freshies. Before Hansen could
duck out of sight he got an egg ma3- -'
sage and an egg shampoo. Hansen
seized his gun and fired several times
into the air. The freshies eggserted
themselves in making their eggsit from
that place. Later they returned, however, and succeeded In squirting some
strong perfume, composed of carbon
disulphide, which smells like Helve-tio- n
Hemlock or something like that.
on the heads of some of the sophs.
In spite of the activities of the
freshies the sophs and their guests
had a good time. The freshies built
a bonfire on the campus and also en
joyed themselves considerably.
A

Reliable Medicine Not a Narcotic
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says:

Our little boy contracted a severe
bronchial trouble and as the doctor's
medicine did not cure him, I gave him
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
which I have great faith. It cured
the cough as well as the choking and
gagging spells, and he got well in a
short ime. Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has many times saved us
much trouble and we are never withThe Sound Sleep of Good Health
out it in the house." O. G. Schafer
Can not be over estimated and any and Red Cross Drug Co,
ailment that prevents it is a menace
to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Claire,
Wis., says: "I have been unable to One Conductor Helped Back to Work
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and
sleep soundly nights, because of pains
across my back and soreness of my he writes: "I was confined to my bed
kidneys. My appetite was very poor with chronic rheumatism and used
and my general condition was much two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
run down. I have been taking Foley with good effect. The third bootle put
ividney, Pills but a short time and now me on my feet and I resumed work as
sleep as sound as a rock, my general conductor on the Lexington, Ky.,
conditions is greatly Improved, and I Street Railway. It will do all you
know that Foley Kidney Pills have claim in cases of rheumatism." It
cured me." O. G. Schaefer and Red clears the blood of urio acid. O. G.
Cross Drug Co.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
.
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OP AVIATION

AVOXDEUS
'

In spite of the distressing

acci

dents that marked the termination
of last year's aviation season. In
which the two most distinguished
American flyers lost their lives, the
science of human flight is making
rapid and substantial advancement
in this country. On the Mexican
border experts have demonstrated
.that in war, the aeroplane. is going
to play an increasingly important
part. It is noteworthy that those
aviators who have met with fatal
accidents in the air were not learn
ing to fly, but were doing 'stunts"
of an unusually dangerous and reck
less character; it is said that no one
was ever killed while learing the art
of flying.
The exploits of aeronauts have been
so numerous of late and with results
so remarkable that it is almost impossible to keep track of them. But
it Is interesting to note two instances
that are conspicuous and important-IFranco the other day an aviator
took twelve passengers in the air for
an extended and successful flight.
This Indicates the possibilities for
tfee passenger-carryin- g
business of
the future. A year ago such a feat
would have been considered impossible even by such skillful experts as
the Wrights. It has been only a matter of months that more than three
persons have been carried In a single
machine and it was a long and sensational stride to carry a total of thirteen people on one trip.
Scarcely less remarkable and astonishing was the flight made by
Aviator Frank Coffyn at Augusta, Ga
last weelc. In order to keep a social
appointment he and his young wife
flew from Augusta to Aiken, S. C, a
distance of 28 miles in a gale that
was of terrific strength. It was reported, that the wind nprooted trees
and did much other damage. Yet in
th.'t storm the aviator and his wife
mr.rie the
trip in 40. minutes
with apparently the same ease and
comfort aa though they had been
using an automobile instead of an
aeroplane.
The aeroplane is now no longer a
novelty In this country. It Is accepted as a new and interesting
method of transportation, and the
declaration that it was a mere toy
and would never be taken seriously
refuted. It
has been completely
would be venturesome to undertake
to say ust what place the aeroplate
will hold in the world a decade
hence. That was tried in the case
of the automobile, and It Is now
amusing to recall the many sober
discourses that belittle that Invention and the many articles written
to show that it could never be more
than an. unreliable and dangerous
plaything.
--

o

CHAUTAUQUA STATESMEN
The press seems to be guessing

just when the extra session of
s
'

con-

gress, which meets tomorrow, will
adjourn. There should be no room
for doubt on this point. The senate
and house will adjourn when the
Chautauqua season opens.
In former times men were elected
to the national legislature for the
good it was thought they could do
the country, but now they aspire to
these high ofBces for the good they
believe the country can do them. To
the shame of all of us it must be admitted that both the United States
senate and house of representatives
has largely deteriorated into a breed'
ing kindergarten for ambitious poll
ticians whose constituents will not
listen to them, but who, by, sensa
tion and scandal mongerlng are en
abied, away from home, to draw
crowds.
It is no longer a question of carry- ins out and advocating conscientious
econvictions, but a eimpl question of
advocating something, whether right
or wrong, that will appease the hungry appetite of a Chautauqua

APIUI,

A MONTH

OF W Alt
I

April may appear to It a gentle
month, with 1U alternating showers
and sunshine, hut in reality it is a
"war. It was in April, it
monthjof
'
will be remembered, especially by
those of us who are able to trace our
ancestry back as far, that the Ameri
can revolution was started. Our illustrious forebears decided to start something before the weather became too
warm and they felt the enervating
effects of spring fever.
A few of us may be able to men
tion the names of our ancestors from
that day down to the present, but
we do not know who fired the first
shot. It is a secret buried deep in
the dead past. Nobody has been able
to find out who held the opening gun
In his hands when our ancestors had
decided to. throw the British yoke.
The mystery is too deep for a Sherlock Holmes or a Mike O'Brien.
Nearly all our wars have started
The Black Hawk Indian
in Aprilwar began In that month, but that is
about all we know of it. We gather
from history that it resulted favorab
ly to our ancestors and we know that
there have been no Black Hawk up
risings In recent years.
Another April came and we had
some trouble with Mexico, but that
was before the Mexicans knew us as
well as they do now. The Civil war
fresh start
began in April and took
In that month for three succeeding
years. It was in April'that we start
ed in to give Spain the dressing
down that country needed and which
was accomplished with signal sue
cess.
April is the month, too, in which
those little affairs start between
and
neighbors who have gardens
those who are endeavoring to raise
chickens and continue until they acquire sufficient magnitude to de
serve General Sherman's definition.
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Clark's.

Only Daughter

Wasl-ingto-
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Tit-Bit-
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'NOT NEAR

asking sanction of her plans, which is
readily given.
Since Mr. Clark became such, a pro
minent political figure, the question:
of Miss Genevieve's future has been!
earnestly discussed. Those maidens1
who are to make their- - bow next win-- 1
ter would like her company. But according to Mrs. Clark there can be no
question of her "coming out," since
she has never been "in." She has
gone aboat with her mother since she
was a small child, and she mingles
who frequent her
with the grown-up- s
father's home as composedly as the
experienced matron, and yet with
the unspoiled frankness of a child of
She is one of the most studious girls
in her school and stands high in all of
her classes. This quality Mrs. Clark
frankly credits to her husband. Mrs.
Clark, according to her own story,
never got to the head of her class,
and the only prize she ever took was
for regular attendance. Her daugh
ter, however, captures all the prizes,
She
and is a champion in debate.
reads political speeches of the present
and of the past times without flinch
ing, and can quote the great orations
as glibly as the Honorable Champ.
like her mother, Miss Genevieve is
a fervent adherent of the Presbyterian
church.
For the past year she has taught in
the Sunday school, and the members
of her class are quite devoted and believe in her as firmly as the Bowling
Green folks believe in her father. i
The Clarks live modestly in an
apartment house just off Dupont Circle, and Miss Genevieve holds court
In her own way during the few leisure
hours that she can spare from her
classes.
Last summer Mrs. dark took her
daughter on her first tour of Europe.
"When anyone asks me what part
of Europe I liked the best," said Miss
Clark to inquiries about the trip, "I
cannot tell and I can only answer that
I liked it all so much that I am just
longing to go again," she says. "We
went to Scotland, and that is the home
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know thit you have the best
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York April 3. Call money
per cent. Prime mercantile
4
paper
per cent Mexican dolSugar
lars 45. Amalgamated 62
Great North118
Atchison 109
ern, pfd., 127. New York Central
Read,
106
Northern Pacific 123
Southern Pacific 115
ing 155
Steel 78; pfd.
Union Pacific 176
2

,Newi
8
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riElAL.
New York, April 3. Lead, quiet,
Standard copper,
and May $11.7011.85. Silver

$4.454.50.

slters $4.75g6; southern tows and heifers $3.23Si5.25; native cows and heifers ?56.;5; stackers and feeders $4.75i T..90; bulls $11'
5.25; calves $4f7; western steers $.1
6.25; western cows $3.255.2o.
Hogs 10,000, market five to ten
lower. Bulk $6.306.55; heavy $6.30
6.40; packers and butchers $6.33
6.60; light $6.506.65.
Sheep 14,000, market steady to
ten lower. Muttons $45.30; lambs
and year$5.50 6.30; fed wethers
lings $4.255.75; fed western ewes

6.50; southern

flONEY AND STOCKS

44

HEFORTS

dull-Spo-

t

i

$45.

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
April 3. Cattle 23,000,
stead
market
yto ten lower. Beeves
WOOL
Texas steers $4.505.75;
$5.206.85;
StLouis, April 3. Wool Market western steers $4.20 5.90; stockers
unchanged. Territory' and western and feeders $45.75; cows and heifmediums, 1922; fine mediums, 16
ers $2.70 5.90; calves $4.756.75.
18; fine, 1213.
Hogs 45,000, market five to ten
lower. Light $6.456.85; mixed $6.2o
6.75; heavy $6.056.55; rough $6.05
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
6.25; good to choice heavy $6.25
Chicago, April 3. Wheat, May 84
6.55;
pigs ..6.356.80; bulk $6.35
July
July 85. Corn May 46
6.55.
30
48
Oats May 29
30; July
Sheep 22,000, market slow and
Pork
July
May $14.87
Native $35.30; western $3.25
weak.
$7.97
Lard
$14.65.
May $7.90; July
5 35; yearlings
$4.505.60; lambs,
Ribs May $8.42
July $8.07
native $56.35; western $5.206.45.

52
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Chicago,

-
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3--

5--

3--
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In cases of rheumatism relief from
makes sleep and rest possible.
pain
Cattle 9,000,
Kansas City, April
This may be obtained by applying
600
market
steady Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale by
southerns,
including
to ten lower. Native steers $5.40
all druggists.

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
3.
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The Display of 1911 Dress Fabrics
a Bower of Summer Beauty
Many Different Styles in sSummer Silks and Cottons
Blooming Forth Ready fo be Picked
We've coaxed the choicest fashion buds into bloom. Whether
you're one of the happy birds of passage soon to be flitting, or
just one of those wistfully checking off the days, you'll want to
share this joyous foretaste of summer at BACHARACH'S

An Exclusive' Group of

Summer Dresses
Lovely as Las Vegas has ever dreamed.
Linens, Mulls, Marquesettes, Batistes. These
are superb in coloring as a Tropical land-

Frocks for morning or evening
scape.
The finest styles and materials
hours.
Bacharach's have ever shown is the chorus
of general opinion.

$4.50 to $25.00
Rust Proof and Gossard Corsets in Newest and Best Models

Redfern-Warner- 's

An inspection of the broad

assortment with a wide variety of
models suitable for any possible variation of figure will no doubt
help
you to solve the problem of preparing for the new gowns.
Corsets from

self-contr-

','

r

.K

This Young Woman it 1J find Already
Popular In Washington Her Tastes
Lean Toward Vne Domestic Like
her Father, She is a Loyal Missouri-an- ,
a Keen Observer, a Good Politician and a Lover of Books.

-
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i

i
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himself.
Alnhonse
presented
breathless, at the ticket office of the
steamship company. He addressed
the agent confidentially.
"Oh, monsieur, I wish a stateroom
Washington, April 3. Miss Gene
en your next steamer sailing for Ha vieve Bennet Clark, only daughter of
vre," he said, "and I wish above all Hon. Champ Clark of Missouri, new
to secure for my passage the room speaker of the house, Is one of the
No. 33." "
most attractive girls in the official
The agent shook his head.
world here. Miss Clark first arrived
"Too bad you've set your heart on In
early in January, 1895.
it he aid,' "for it's been engaged She was accompanied by her mother
over a fortnight by people that and a host of devoted
kinswomen, and
wouldn't like to change. Won't any she was
6 weeks old. She was
just
other stateroom do you?"
born at the home of her aunt, Mrs.
"But, monsieur, it was in a drean John O. Herndon at
Fulton, Mo., and
I saw the number," said Alphonse,
was coincident with a
her
birthday
sadly. "My grandfather, dead now tremendous local demonstration
in
twenty years, appeared to me, weti honor of her father's
to
election
first
and hearty and on each cheek was a
congress.
"
Illusand Alphonse
figure 3, so
Under this happy combination of
trated freely.
it is 'natural that Miss
The agent had not much regret lor
'
Genevieve Clark takes to politics. She
man.
his
knew
he
but
superstition,
"Look here," he said. "Was your has been immured in political secrets
since her infancy and she went on a
grandfather's mouth open or shut
campaign tour when she was less than
when he appeared to you?"
three years old. She can chat politics
was
it
slightepen
"But, monsieur,
with such distinguished authorities as
"
and
again
thus
Alphonse
ly,
William Jennings Bryan. She holds
Illustrated.
"You're all right, then," said the her own with any one in an argument
agent, cheerfully. "Three hundred and on the gravest issues, and this with a
three is what you want, and I will childish candor that is unique. AH
the Clarks are ardent Mlssourians and
have It for you."
for that state
they claim
It waB his first Sunday at church. over all others, and on any count that
He watched the proceedings with un may come up.
One of the stories that Mr. Clark deconcealed interest, frequently asking
last
at
fond
parent
lights to tell of the devotion of Miss
questions until his
Genevieve
to her native soil relates to
replied:
"Donald, don't ask questions. De a story book that gave In" fiery lancide for yourself and do as you think guage the exploits of Robin Hood. An
best."
elder cousin was reading the tale to
Donald silently continued watching Genevieve and her big brother, Benat the
when finally the collection was an- nett, Clark now a student
nounced and the box passed. As it University of Missouri, and the chilcame to him he looked up and mur- dren listened with growing disples-ure- .
o
mured politely:
Finally, Genevieve interrupted
v
the entertainment.
"No, thank you; I have some."
SHOOTING UI THE TEXAS
Cousin
"Look here.
Anne," she
Philadelphia Times.
was written
"I
that
know
story
Texnow
is
said that in using the
cried,
it
Van Swagger I say, old man, you by a Yankee. They never do give
a3 as target for proviDg the effective
ness of the big guns on our newer have no idea what a stunning new Missouri her dues. Robin Hood and
runs so smooth what he did? Why, be can't hold a
battleships, Secretary Mayer acted car I've got! Why, it
ly you can't feel It at all! Not a bit candle to Jesse James. lI don't want
without the authority of law.
t
It Is claimed, moreover, that while of noise, no chugging you can't hear to hear any .more about it."
odorless
"All the girls that come here from
the Texas was no longer fit to be ex a sound! And It is positively
And as for small towns," remarked this delightful
a
smell
can't
thing!
posed to the fire of the battleships of
whizzes! You
our day, It was available for coast de speed why, it fairly
young girl recently, "become so fond
see
it
by!
can't
go
of Washington that they hate to go
fense In waters not accessible to simply
Van Waggen H'm, old man. Must home. Well, I like Washington and I
dreadnoughts, and could do good ser
a fine car! Can't feel It, can't hear have a
be
good time, but I like my own
vice against many ships still retained
can't smell It, can't see it! How home
It,
and I just long for the
better,
in commission in the navies of the
do you know it is there?" Carolyn
we may get there as
that
summer,
world.
Wells In Judge.
soon as possible. I hear by friends
It is also claimed that this cost was
that home seems dull and quiet
unnecessary, because it would have
"Do you believe In long engage- say
been cheaper and just as satisfactory ments?" he asked, after she had con- after Washington. Well, Washington
seems dull to me after a Summer at
to have fitted a hulk with armor, pos sented to be his.
home,
especially when a campaign Is
heavier
then
of
the Texas,
that
sibly
"Yes, dearest," she replied. "I have
summer we had company
on.
Last
and still have retained the Texas for always thought It was such a mistime
every kind of people
all
the
use
as
such
she is capable of guard- take for two people to rush into matof the world, and
from
every
part
the
for
Panama
to
learned
canal,
example.
ing
really
rimony before they
would tell! If I
as
stories'
such
they
At any rate, Senator Perkins, of know each other."
of
half
them, I should
remember
could
comchairman
as
would
of the
you
California,
"Welt, about how long
be laughing all the time. We have a
mittee on naval affairs, has written wish the engagement to be?"
with a rose
to Secretary Meyer, asking him to
"Let me see. Would you think it big place, almost six acres,
tell the senate all about it.
was too long if we didn't get mar garden and a kitchen garden and corn
Doubtless the secretary will prove ried until a week from next Thurs patch and horses and chickens and all
the nice, fresh fruit and berries that
than in making the order he acted on day "Tit-Bits- .
we can eat. Then my friends, whom
the advice of naval officers entitled
111
so
wish
I
I have known and played with since I
I
yor.
feel
to wear ever so much gold lace on
"Bridget.
is
occasions of ceremony, and all to the would not go out today. Couldn't was a baby, are all there, and that
as
a
for
for
from
are
Washington,
just different
going
effect that only the Texas, and nothing you get what you
school
new
meet
tomorrow?"
every
rule
as
people
you
well,
but the Texas, would answer the pur"Faith, an' Oi can tomorrow or term. But I have one or two chums
pose of the tournament of marksmanday. I was goln' out to get me here, too, who have been going to
any
ship.
school with" me for several years.
At least that was presumably the sllf a new job." Harper's Bazaar.
The family home at Bowling Green
fact, although the secretary may very
"Is your daughter of a practical is called
Honeyshuck. The name
likely assume all responsibility and
mind?"
of
turn
comes
from the profusion of thorn
give reasons for his action which may
Wants locusts on the place, the variety
frivolous.
is
she
very
"No,
appear to be sufficient at least to to take
cooking lessons instead of that has the sweet, creamy flowers In
the unlnstructed public.
her game of bridge. Kan- long, graceful clusters, succeeded by
perfecting
But it is very doubtful whether tc
sas City Star- the dark brown shucks, in which the
will be able to quote the law which
seed is borne.
authorlzies him to destroy a battle- . Husband Did the cook
you hired
One feature of Honeyshuck is that
ship which cost $4,000,000 without au- show up?
the
library is all over the house and
from
congress.
thority
Wife No. Wasn't it fortunate? An- that
appeals to Miss Genevieve. She
To use up such a ship in target other one
rang our bell by mistake has inherited the love of books from
practice was fearful extravagance. If looking for Mrs. Gillett next door, and
both sides of her house and that for
it is held to be necessary extrava I kept her Instead. Harper's Bazar
many
generations back. Several of
gance, and not merely the recklessness
ancestors were college
immediate
her
to
Indifferent
of officials
cost, the per
Pottle Why did you break off your
and
professors and both
formance should certainly make for engagement with that school teach- presidents
collectors of books
been
have
parents
the conclusion of arbitration treaties. er?
from early years.
The Texas cost $4,000,000. The
Poof If I failed to show up at her
Since she was a tiny child Miss
battleships we are building now cost house every evening, she expected
has been the inseparable
Genevieve
when
$10,000,000. If
they have peace- me to bring a written excuse signed
companion of her mother and she has
fully sailed the waters for twenty by my mother Pathfinder.
become a hostess of celebrity about
years the dreadnoughts are to be shot
Bowling Green. She can cook with
monsters
whic1;
of
up by the guns
"Didn't you tell me last summer
most experienced homekeeper and
the
cost $20,000,000 each, the fact should that you were going to build a conof the summer days are spent
many
hasten the day when men shall beat crete house?" asks Miggles.
in that almost obsolete accomplishtheir swords into pruning hooks and
"af"Yes," answers Gluggins, "but
and breads.
nations learn to war no more.
ter looking over the architect's esti- ment of making cake
her original
for
noted
Mrs.
is
Clark
mates I left the house in the abof
those
ideas
and
rearing children
CHICAGO MAYORALTY FIGHT
stract." Life.
as unique. She
may
be
.
apart
placed
3.
The bitter mayChicago, April
in teaching a child eelf-re- believes
H.Harin
dia
a
contest
Carter
between
rural
A
school
inspector
oralty
and instilling
rison, democrat, and Charles E- Mer-rla- trict of Iowa asked the pupils a word liance and
from the
a
sense
of
responsibility
a
to
was
v
which
he pronounced "Eggwlped.
brought
republican,
and
'Genevieve
Miss
earttest
years.
close today with rousing meetings When theyiiied he roundly berated
and then her brother, Bennett, have had absoIn every section of Chicago. Veteran them f orthelf-ignoranc- e
p
lute control of their affairs since they
campaigners predict that (the vote spelled tborwora himself.
were mere babies. Each member of
ever
Christian Register.
tomorrow will be the heaviest
Eggwiped"
-.
the famTy has a separate, circle of
this
in
a
election
in
polled
municipal
re"The last time I met you, you had friends and no one encroaches on the
city. The betting odds today are
Harof
in
favor
to
be
a scheme that you were sure would rights of the others. Miss Genevieve
slightly
ported
rison.
buys her own clothes, sometimes after
,
make money."
consulting with her mother, but usual"Yes I remember."
ly entirely on her own responsibility.
Fincht "iGolden Wedding Rye, aged "Did you ever put it through?"
In the "wood. Direct from distillery
"I didn't have to it fell through." She conducts her affairs at school, un' aided, and plans her holidays only
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
.
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The Prescriptionist

PERSONALS

1

L. A. Gillett,

special land office
agent of Santa Fe, was a visitor in the
city today.
J. Frank Cures, the Wagon Mouad
banker and lawyer, was here yesterday on a brief business visit
A. O. Jahren, the prominent Wagon
Mound merchant, arrived here this
afternoon for a short visit.
John Rogers went to Raton last
night where his services as a steno-- 1
graph er were in demand today.
C. 0. Pease, a prominent resident
of Cimarron, was a Sunday visitor in
Las Vegaa. He returned home to-

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

REFRIGERATORS
The Best and Largest Stock
in Town and Prices That Win
in Each and Every Case. "

-

DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

Max Nordbaus, manager for the
Charles Ilfeld company, wenti last
night to Tucumcarl to attend the
funeral of Hugo Goldenberg.
M. Alfred Gregory of New York, a
prominent attorney of that city, is
here on buBlness connected with the
sale of the Las Vegas street railway

tlf.
we u
nave jusi
'

.
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Received a Lot of

Western
Garden

plant

Seed

--

In Bulk

and
Package

-

From Barteldes Seed

It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.
Co..

"

i J. A. Papen
Grocer and Butcher.

FARMER KILLED IN
RUNAWAY --'ACCIDENT
m
NEWCOMER THROWN FROM HIS
WAGON WHEN FRIGHTENED
HORSES BOLTED
Ttnv Ttf. M. Anril 3. One of the
mosE distressing accidents in the his

result
community
ed last Tuesday In the death
of Rhineer Palmer, who arrived from
Oklahoma only the previous day. In
company with his sons and a neigh
bor, Mr. Palmer had driven 15 miles
from his claim after some goods he
had shipped through, having come
overland with the teams. The wagons
were loaded and they started home
about 4 o'clock. His load consisted
of a large water tank and miscellan
eous articles, and as he neared home
something occurred to frighten his
team, and they ran away. He was
thrown from the wagon and his skull
fractured and his body otherwise
death evidently resulting in
JuBt how it happened will
stantly.
never be known He was 60 years
of age and came from Selling, Okla.
He was well known to many hometory

of

this

steaders.
TAFT'S NEW SECRETARY
Washington, April 3. Charles D.
Hilles, former assistant secretary of
the treasury, today entered upon his
new duties as secretary to the president Mr. Hilles succeeds Charles D.
t
Norton, who resigned to become
bank
National
of the First
of New York.

Grape Nuts

FOOD

and strengthens the
digestion in a natural way.

"Tones

It contains no medication
but accomplishes its purpose
by providing the neccessary
food elements in the right

form.
Let 10 days test of Grape-Nutconvince you.

f "There's
0

a Reason

- v-

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd..
Battle Creek, Mich.

s

Sole Agents for White Frost
At strictly eastern prices

New Summer Goods
$4.25 for

Judge and Mrs. H. L. Waldo arrived
Saturday night from their home in
Kansas City, being called here by the
kidnaping of their little grandson,
Waldo Rogers.
Cleofes Romero, waiden of thater
ritorial penitentiary, arrived in the
city this afternoon f r'm Santa Fe
and will assist in the running dovn
of the Jtogers kidnapersWilliam A. Buddecke of St. Louis,
Mo., formerly a resident of Las Vegas,
is here and attended this morning the
sale of the plant of the Las Vegas
Railway and Power company.
Mr. and Mrs, Georgs H. Hunker nsJ
District Attorney and Mrs. Charles
W. G. Ward drove yesterdar to Mora,
where Messrs. Ward and Hunker had
business before the Mora county commissioners.
Miss Mae Ross, a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. M. Ross, who is a
member of the University of New
Mexico faculty, returned to Albuquerque last evening, after a short visit
to her parents.
MAY HAVE BEEN

MURDERED

Because no inquest was held the
family of Hugh Roberts, whose death
Thursday last in Topeka was stated
to have been the result of suicide, has
demanded an investigation. The body
was found in the Santa Fe shops
there. The head was nearly severed
and beside the body lay a razor, cov
ered with blood. The deepness of the
cut and the position of the body when
found were such that murder may
have been committed. The funeral
was held yesterday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock from the home, corner of
Eighth and Lincoln. Rev. E. C. 'An
derson conducted the service, which
were attended by friends. Interment
was in Odd Fellows cemetery.
The
pallbearers 'were Claude Barnes, Ed
Gehrlng, James Cook, James Young,
Louis Meyers and Hugh Trainer.
CHAMP CLARK'S (DAUGHTER
(Continued from Page Four)
of my ancestors on both sides of my
family. Best of all, we spent the

Fourth .of July going to a reception
at the American Embassy, with the
Stars and Stripes floating about everywhere. It looked eo good to see our
flag, and one thing 1 like about London
is that you see American flags and
American' people so frequently.
"We went to Oberammergau and to
the Passion, Play, and that's some
thing that I shall remember with Joy
all my life. Indeed, nothing disappointed me, except really, I did mlsg
our good American beefsteak, our nice
hot bread for breakfast and such
things as that. But, then, that is a
small privation, . and mother used to
say that, to hear me talk, one would
think that I had gone to Europe to
get beefsteak and hot rolls."
Miss Clark already has written
some clever sketches of her travels,
nd the diary of her trip afforded un.
told pleasure-t- o her father and friends.
Her ambition is to be a great writer.
She is making a special study of the
English language' and literature, although she is preparing for the full
classical course, with some of the
modern Romance languages added.
Miss Clark .is as attractive in appear-- ,
anoe as she ia in character, and she
seema destined to be one of the noted
belles of Washington. She is already
one of the popular girls in the official
set, and that, with companions of her
own age, with their parents and with
older people generally. She possesses
the rare combination of tact,

50-- ft

Rubber Hose,

1-

inch

with couplings.
95c for the $1.50 sets of Croquet.
85c for the $1.50 Roller Skates, metal wheels.
Skates.
$2.45' and $3.50 Ball-beari$4.65 for the $5.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 1 burner.
$6.85 for the $8.50 New .Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 2 burners.
$8.9S for the $10.00 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 3 burners.
$2.45 for the $3.50 Gasoline 1 burner

Stoves.
$2.85 for

-

PITIVAL

OF OUR LADY OF

SCENE OF
PRESSIVE SERVICE

T. Percy Carr of St Louis, an attorney for the bondholders in the Las
Vegas Railawy and Power company,
is here on legal business.

the

$4.00 Gasoline 2 burner

the

$5.50 Gasoline 3 burner
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Utilizing the impressive ritual of
the Roman Catholic church. Archbishop J. B. Pitival of Santa Fe, yester
day blessed the altar of the Church
of Our Lady of Sorrows on the West
side- - The ceremony occurred at 10
o'clock and was accompanied by a
high mass, which was attended by a
large crowd of worshippers. The archbishop preached" an impressive ser
mon and complimented the people of
the church upon the enterprise and
devotion which prompted them to in
stall such a handsome altar. Music
of a beautiful character was furnish
ed by the choir of the church during the ceremonies.
The altar is entirely of marble,
handsomely carved. It is not pretentious in size but ia beautiful In construction. A magnificent carving of
Da Vinci's "Last Supper" is a portion of the altar. The altar was purchased at a cost of over $400, the
money being raised chiefly by the ladies altar society of the church, which
deserves much credit for Its work.

DR.

1

HEYMANN

GOES TO KOEHLER

ARRIYEJN EL PASO

(Continued From Page One)

;
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ALTAR BLESSED

THE CHURCH

day.

WINTERS

iMvAi

finally necessary "because for many
years the Mexican people have never
had Justice meted out to them and
have lived without enjoying the euai- antees and privileges which the law
provides.
After expressing hope of sympathy
from all civilized people, the state
ment serves notice that the Drovision- al government at the proper time will
be asked to be recognized by the for
eign governments. From the moment
of such recognition, the
provisional
government will assume full responsi
bility for all damages and injuries
to citizens of such foreign countries
which may result from the Insurrec
tion.

Establishes Staff Headquarters
Mex., April 3. General
Stanley Williams, commander-in-ehlp- f
of the rebels in Lower California, has
established his staff headquarters at
Mexicali today, and hereafter will conduct all his operations against the
federal forces from this place. Scouting parties report no federals any
where in sight and their whereabouts
are a mystery.
Mexicali,

Rebels Capture Town
Nogales, Sonora, April 3 Francisco
Morneiau, president of the town of
Caborca, 75 miles southwest of here,
who arrived today by automobile, reported two hundred rebels captured
that town yesterday.' He said he had
orders to defend the town with conscripts, but was unable to raise a
force. Mornieau is looking for a safe
residence in Nogales, Ariz.

Arrested But Released
Laredo, Tex., April 3. Salvatore
Stoves.
Madero, who was arrested at Nuevo
3c each, for the 5c Jelly Glass, tin
Laredo, Mexico, Sunday was released
COAL CAMP
.
tops.
today on orders from Mexico City. Ma80c dozen for Mason's Pint Fruit
dero was held because a rvolver was
Jars.
Br. H. W. Heymann, a prominent found In his baggage. He was en
90c dozen 'for Mason's Quart iFruit
and well known specialist of this city, route to Monterey to visit his father,
Jars.
left last night for Koehler, Colfax Evarlsto Madero, who is ill '
$1.20 dozen for Mason's
gallon
Fruit .Jars.
county, where he will locate permaHeadquarters for Crocks, Churns and
nently. Dr. Heymann Is to be resi MANEUVERS PROVE EFFICIENCY
Milkmen's supplies.
dent physician at the big coal camp,
Washington, April 3. Aside from
Mrs. Heymann and the children will the diplomatic significance or considerations Involved, the movement of
join him in a few weeks.
In the departure of Dr. Heymann, troops to Texas is regarded by war
Las Vegas loses one of its best prac department officials as having demonof the
titioners; the Commercial club a live strated the
preparedness
Opposite Y. M. C. A., E.'Las Vegas wire and society one of its leading army. Detailed reports of the movements of camp conditions are coming
members.
in
daily. "It is evident," said GenDr. and Mrs. Heymann have resided
here several years, coming to this eral Leonard Wood, chief of staff,
FORMER KIDNAPING
city from .Tennessee. The Heymann yesterday, "that the experience which
home is known as one of the most the American troops have gained in
FAILED hospitable in the city and Dr. and recent years in the movements to and
PLOT
Mrs. Heymann have been exceedingly from the Philippines has taught them
how to move and to move quickly.
popular both in and out of society,
ABDUCTION
OF ROGERS
CHILD Their removal from the city will be "What 'delays were involved were
occasioned by the fact that the de
RECALLS ATTEMPT TO STEAL
keenly regretted by a host of friends
partment gave no preliminary warn
and acquaintances. ,
MIGUEL OTERO, JR.
to the railroads."
Stoves.

$4.25 for

TIE

LAS VEGAS SPECIALIST BECOMES
RESIDENT PHYSICIAN AT

ROSENTHAL

JHAT

Santa Fe, N. M., April 3 The ah
duction of Waldo Rogers of Las Vegas recalls the attempted kidnaping
ten years ago of Miguel Otero, Jr., son
of
Otero of this city, the
boy then being 9 years of age.
Little Miguel had ' been summer
ing on the Pecos river, and six "bold,
bad men" started out to kidnap him
expecting to demand the handsome
ransom of $20,000.
It seems the
would-b- e
kidnapers got as far as the
bungalow of W. B. Childers and spot
ted two youngsters in overalls, both
little girls wearing this substantial
and comfortable camping costume. One
of the kidnapers gave away his plot
by taking hold of one of the overall
clad youngsters and asking if "he"
were Miguel Otero. "He" assured them
that "he" was a girl. But Mrs. Childers
heard of the attempt and sent a warning to Governor Otero. In fact it is
said that Judge Waldo himself who
is the grandfather of the youngster
just kidnaped, brought the news to
Governor Otero. Miguel Otero, the
boy, was fishing a short distance from
Mrs. Childers bungalow at the time
the kidnapers rode by.
Governor Otero lost no time, but
sent out Sheriff McGrath and half a
and gave
dozen other crack shots
them explicit directions what to do if
they as much as got Bight of the
would-b- e
kidnapers of his boy.
But the plot having been discovered
the kidnapers had beaten a hasty re-

BEAL AND PUTNAM

FREED

Socorro, N. M., April 3. "Not guil
ty," was the verdict announced after
some hours' deliberation
by the
Jury in the case of Mounted
Policemen Beal and Putnam, charged
with murder for the killing of Chas
Clark, a saloon keeper, at Mogollon.
The evidence generally went to in
dicate that Clark had his rifle in
his right hand during the conference
in the saloon immediately previous
to the killing. While the testimony
did not show conclusively who fired
the first shot, the preponderance of
the evidence went to indicate that
Clark did. It was shown by practically all the witnesses that after producing the warrant for the attempted
arrest of Beal and Putnam, Clark
raised his rifle in his hand and made
ready for action, as the defendants
started to leave the saloon. The trial
of the case occupied three days and
many witnesses were examined.
ELECTRIFICATION

SCHEME

Harrisburg, Pa., April 3. The form
al application made to the governor
today for charters, for about sixty
electric companies is said to be the
first step toward the fulfillment of one
of the greatest electrification schemes
ever undertaken in this country. The
Lehigh Coal and Navigation company
is back of the project, which aims
to electrify Pennsylvania, affecting a
territory with a population of 2,500,-000 people including
Philadelphia
treat.
The power will be transmitted over
mam high tension lines more than
ON TRIAL FOR MURDER
130 miles long, with branches to all
3.
of
The case
Vienna, 111., April
industries, towns and villages that
Thomas H. Sheridan, indicted on a will contract to
utilize the power.
charge, of first degree murder, was
called for trial today before Judge
If You are a Trifle Sensitive
Thomas H. Jett, In the Johnson coun
About the size of your shoes, it's
a
is
who
ty circuit court. Sheridan,
some satisfaction to know that many
former -- state senator, Is charged with people can wear shoes a size Bmaller
Last
the murder of Frank Thacker.
by shaking Allen's Foot-Easthe an
fall Sheridan was state's attorney and tiseptic powder, Into them. Just the
editor of a newspaper. Editorial criti- thing for dancing parties, patent
leather
and for breaking in new
cism of young Thacker's father as shoes. shoes,
When rubbers or overshoes
county commissioner is said to have; become necessary and your shoes
been the .cause of the tragedy.
pinch, Allen's Foot-Eas- e
gives instant
relief. Sold everywhere, 25c. Sample
Best draught beer in the' city, at FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le
Roy,. N. Y. Don't aocept any,
,
he Lobby, of v course. ; ,
'

BATTLE

PRACTICE

BEGINS

Washington, April 3. The annual
battle practice of the Atlantic fleet
off tihe Virginia Capes began in earn
est today when four of the sixteen
battleships, under command of Rear
Admiral Schroeder trained their big
guns at targets representing warships
of a supposed enemy. Secretary of
the Navy Meyer, on the president's
yacht Mayflower, fs observing the efficiency of officers, men and guns un
Teader battle condiions. Twenty-fiv- e
sels of the navy are on the scene of
battle which is known as the southern
drill grounds.
Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the
finest draught beers served over any

bar in the city.

DEATH SUMMONS

LIGHT &
POWERJCOL BOUGHT IN
(Continued From Page One)
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CARPENTER HAD LIVED
SINCE 1881 WIDOW
SURVIVING

At the age of sixty-twyears Peter
Chauncey Carpenter, for many years
a prominent and respected citizen of
Las Vegas, died last evening at 10
o'clock at his home, 1024 Fifth street.
Mr. Carpenter Is survived
by his
widow, and two brothers, W. W. Carpenter, of Des Moines, Ia., and O. M.
Calif. Ho
Carpenter, of Pasadena,
was born in Westchester county, New
York. At the age of twelve years
he removed to Des Moines, where lie
grew to manhood. On February 8,
1877 Mr. Carpenter was united
in
marriage to Miss Lizzie Rankin, of
Topeka, Kan., who survives him.
. Mr. Carpenter came to Las Vegas
in 1881. Later he went to Kansas
and other states but returned in 1886
and has been a resident of this city
since. For years Mr. Carpenter was
a trusted employe of the Santa FeL
Twelve years ago he became deputy
county assessor, a position which he
held for ten years. Two years ago
falling health compelled Mr. Carpenter to retire from active work. Valvular heart trouble was the cause of
death. Mr. Carpenter became severely ill about three months aga anl
sank gradually until death came. He
was a good neighbor and a good citizen and had many friends who will
mourn his death.
The funeral will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 3 o'clock from the residence. Rev. J. S. Moore will have
charge of the services, to which
friends are Invited. The body will be
taken to Monrovia, Calif., for burial
and will be accompanied by Mrs. Carpenter, who will leave probably'' tomorrow night
--

FATAL RACE RIOT

supreme court. That
after hearing the evidence and

arguments submitted, ordered a resale of the property. .Then ihe Trust
Company of St. Louis County asked
for a reh earing, which was granted.
The rehearing, however, did not result in the rescinding of an order for
a resale. Buddecke and associates
were required to put up $100,000 as a
guarantee of good faith and a bona
fide bid for the property in "order to
secure the resale.
Since the sale of the property to
Dr. Cunningham over a year ago the
street railway company has changed
hands, being now owned by New York
capitalists. The sale today means
that the property will remain under
the present ownership, according to
the belief of those concerned. Dr.
Cunningham told a representative of
The Optic Immediately after the sale
that he had nothing to say for publication regarding the transaction.
The New York company announced
some time ago that as soon as the
11

f

n

,

-
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.
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had been disposed of extensive improvements would be made. These
included the extension of the line to
the Hot Springs and possibly the
building of a line to Mora.
The indebtedness of the Las Vegaa
Railway and Power Company to date,
Including principal and interest, and
exclusive of costs of legal proceedings,
is $350,820.80.

Today's transaction means the end
affecting this big ' local
corporation. It places it in the hands
of the Federal Light & Traction company of New York city, a powerful
corporation interested In traction and
lighting plants throughout the country
and financially able to improve the
lighting plant in this city and extend
the traction line to intennedlte points.
PlanB for such improvements have already been decided upon, one of
which includes the supplying of power
for pumping water for irrigation pur'
poses.
of litigation

'

BUSH SUCCEEDS
New York, April 3.

GOULD
B. F. Bush,

president of the Western Maryland
railway, it is reported, has been seIN DELAWARE TOWN lected to succeed
George J. Gould
as president of the Missouri Pacific
railroad. It is expected a meeting of
NEGROES RUn'amUCK, WITH REdirectors will be held in New York
SULT WHITE MAN IS KILLED
this week and the report of the' probAND MANY WOUNDED
able selection of Mr. Bush as president Involves the rumor that a salary
Laurel, Del., April 3. About 10 o'- as high as $100,000 a year is to be
clock Saturday night a mob of armed paid him. Mr. Bush was allied with
negroes swooped down upon a crowd the Gould railroad and coal interests
of spectators in the main thoroughfare in the west prior to his acceptance of
of the town and fired a volley of buck- the presidency of the Western Maryi
shot into the throng. Orme Stockley, land in 1907.
18 years old, son of a farmer living
near Laurel, fell to the ground shot
MILLIONAIRESS
DEAD
New York, April 3. Mrs.
through the head. He was taken to
Mary
a hospital in Salisbury, Md., where he Adelaide Yerkes, widow of the late
died today.
Charles T. Yerkes, died at her home
George Hudson, 50 years old, a white ia this city last night. At the death
man of Bethel, was shot in the leg, bed when the end came, were Mrs.
necessitating amputation, and John Yerkes' three sisters. When it was
Thompson, a white barber, was shot seen that the end was near three
in both legs while shaving a patron. brothers, who live In Philadelphia,
Other white men received minor in- were telegraphed lor. She had been
juries. Several negroes were injured in failing health since last November.
She seemed to be unable to regain
but they cannot be located.
Officers were unable to cope with her strength and five weeks ago
the mob and there was a fierce strug- took to her bed with heart affection.
gle between the two races until 3 o'
clock; this morning. Windows were
shattered and the exterior of buildings
was great damaged.
- CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
.Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty.
at the Opera bar. Served from barPhone Main 336.
Opposite Optic.
rels on the bar.

Frank Revell,

$H!I

San Miguel National Bank i
CmpHmlPmld In

$100,000.00

Las Uigas

J. M.

V

CUNNINGHAM,

President,

Surplum

FRANK SPR1NOER, Vic PrMldent,
T. HOSKINS, Cuhler,

00,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

9

V
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"Drawing Money"

At each tick of the clock is what will happen to
your dollars when deposited with

Savings Bank
Trouble, death, scourge or ought else can't stop
the "earning by interest" process going on. Bank
your money here and at once the ' 'growing.' begins .
'
h '"
Interest we pay is always the best?
1
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For Rent

ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice Is hereby glve to all tax
may concern that the following deIn Precinct Number 29 of the
scribed estray animal was taken up by payers
County of San Miguel, that I will be
Dan Cassidy, Jr., Cleveland, N. M.
In my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
cow
One
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
Branded
receive returns of all taxable proper
On left tip
b
Said animal being unknown to this ty. Those falling to do so within the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or specified t'me will be assessed by me
before April 21 '11, said date being 10 according to Section 4035 of the comdays after last appearance of this ad- piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
vertisement, said estray will be Bold 25
per cent Mil be Imposed on those
by this Board for the benefit of the
who fail to make returns.
owner when found.
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
apr 30
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11
Constipation brings many ailments in
its train and is the primary cause of
much sickness. Keep your bowels
Estray Advertisement
regular madam, and you will escape
Notice ia hereby given to whom It many of the ailments to which women
may concern that the following de- are subject. Constipation is a very
scribed estray animal was taken up by simple thing, but like many simple
Albert Sanders, Orange, N. M.
things, it may lead to serious conseOne eorrel mare 12 or 14 quences. Nature often needs a little
assistance and when Chamberlain's
years old about 13 2 hands high, Tablets are'
given at the first indicawhite spot in forehead.
tion, much distress and suffering may
Branded
JH be avoided. Sold by all druggists.
On left shoulder.
Said animal being unknown to this
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
before April 21 '11, said date being 10 Kendrick, Rasaca, Ga. "It Is the best
days after last appearance of this ad- cough remedy on the market for
vertisement, said estray will be sold coughs, colds and croup." For sale
by this Board for the benefit of the by all druggtets.
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

To-w- it:

1--

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11
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EYES OF UMPIRES

BASEBALL

FOUND ALMOST

Trl-Sta- te

Tuesday
Speed boat races begin over the
Matanzas course at St. Augustine,
'
'
Fla.
vs.
Paul
McFarland
Koehler,
Packey
10 rounds, at Akron, O. .
Etake events for the Detroit riv
ing club meeting close.
Wednesday
Opening of the spring meeting ot
the Jamestown Jockey club at Norfolk,. Va
j
Opening of the annual polo tourna
ment at Pasadanea, Calif.
aviation
Opening of International
meet at Salt Lake City.
Thursday
Finish wrestling match between Dr.
Roller and "Amerlcus" at Boston.
Middle Atlantic A. A. U., gymnas
tic championships at Philadelphia. Opening 'of. annual bench show at
Vancouver, B. C
Cotton States League begins its
season with Jackson at Yazoo City,
Vlcksburg at Greenwood and Meridan
at Hattiesburg.
LaCrosse contest between the Navy
and Cornell at Annapolis.
Friday.
Semi-annutournament of Northern Wisconsin WhiBt League opens
K

-

Annual swimming championships of
South Atlantic A, A. U., at Baltimore.
Opening o( annual exhibition of Salem, Oregon, Horse Show association.
Saturday.
Twenty-fou- r
hour automobile race
at the Los Angeles Motordrome.
National squash tennis champion,
ships at Harvard club, New York City,
Annual convention of the National
LaCross Union at Toronto, Ont.
LaCrosse contest between Harvard
and Springfield Training school at
Cambridge.
LaCrosse contest between Stevens
Institute and Crescent A. C. at Bay
Ridge, L. I.
Central California League begins
its season with Berkeley at Richmond,
Clarions at Alameda, Heesemanns at
Hayward and Elmhurst at San Lean
dro-
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WITH THE FiGHTERS
.

Tommy Ryan's "hope, '

Con O'Kelly,
Is in poor health and will return to

RIGID EXAMINATION CONDUCTED
AMONG THOSE OF NATIONAL LEAGUE

New York, April 3. President T .J.
Lynch of the National league has complied with the wishes of the club owners of his organization and has made
an investigation as to the powers of
vision of his umpires. "Not long ago
I issued orders to the nine men of
my umpire staff to have their eyesight thoroughly tested," said Mr.
'
Lynch, "and I feel more than
Good
outcome.
the
with
gratified
eyes alone, I know, do not make good
umpires; but they are a good umpire's first and best asset. The result
of these examinations should satisfy
the public, club owners and players
that, if umpires make mistakes as
they are bound to do they are the
result mostly of giving their decisions
too quickly or from bad. angles on the
playing field.
"I have not taken upon myself to
pass 'judgment on these certificates
of eye tests with their technical terms
but have submitted them to Dr. Royal
S. Copeland, one of the most eminent
'
oculists of New York City. He Is a
noted authority on eye diseases, and
was for many years professor of oph- thal mology at the University of
Michigan, and 1b now dean of the
medical college of Flower Hospital and
oculist-in-chie- f
at this Institution. At
my request Dr. Copeland has careful
ly studied the various tests and has
summed them up in the following
and interesting report,
which I give to you verbatim:
Dr. Copeland's Report
"Doctors differ about many thing.--,
but they are all agreed on the methods
of determining the seeing power of
the human eye. Test' cards are uniformly' constructed and everywhere
employed in one way. Instruments
of precision make it possible to
examine the vital parts of the visual
appartus, and the system of recording
the results of eye examinations is
"
universally employed.
"The oculists examining the umpires of the National league are widely separated geographically, but their
reports are written In a language intelligible to every specialist in eye diseases. These reports indicate normai
vision in every case, and, in several
instances, vision far above the average.
Henry O'Day.
"Taking up these reports seriatim,
I find that Dr. Douglas Amos Payne,
of Chicago, examined Henry O'Day on
January 16 and found perfect vision.
Wililam J. Klem.
Dr. Neil J. Hepburn, of New York,
examined W. J. Klem on January
14th and found the seeing
power
above normal-WilliaBrennan.
Dr. James A. Quinn, of St Paul,
examined William Brennan on January 14th and found normal vision,
with good color perception
W, F. Finneran.
Dr. A. Harold Gaston, of Erie, Pa.,
Pa examined W. F. Finneran on February 27th and found perfectly normal

his home in Ireland.
Packey McFarland is going to get
married, and after two more years of
the fighting game he will retire to the
simple life.
Jack Dillon, the Indianapolis middle
v eight, is coming along on the high
vision.
speed and looks to be the stuff cham
of.
made
are
pions

...

James E. Johnstone
"A similar report for J. E. Johnstone Is made, by Dr. L. S. Hazzard,
ROOSEVELT TO RESUME TOUR
of Newark, after a test on January
San Francisco, April 3. Af'.er a 14th.
busy eight days spent in San FranJohn J. Doyle
cisco and vicinity, Colonel Roosevelt
"Dr.
Stephen A. Mahoney, of Holy-okresumed his tour yesterday. He is
Mass., after an examination Janto stop at Reno, Nev., today to
deliver an address on "Good Citizen- uary 14th, reports the eyes of John
ship" and then will go to Sacramen- J. Doyle as perfect in every respect.
Mai Eason
to to speak before the California leg

M
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Manager Fred Clarke of the Pirates

PERFECT

six-da- y

Oshkosh-

NOTES

Is 38 years of age and the oldest man

walking and running match in Indianapolis.
National court tennis championships begin in Boston.
bowling tournament open
in Louisville.
Annual bench show of Mississippi
Valley Kennel club opens In St. Louis.
Opening of Bristol County Automobile show at Fall pJiver, Mass.
Jack White vs. Joe Mandot, 8
rounds, at Memphis.
South Atlantic league begins its
season with Augusta at Columbia,
Savannah at Charleston, Jacksonville
at Albany and Macon at Columbus.

at
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on the team.
The Virginia league schedule calls
for 123 games, the season to open
April 20 and close September 6.
Catcher Killifer of the St. Louis
Browns has been released to the Buffalo club of the Eastern league.
In Tyler and Burke Manager Ten-ne- y
of the Boston Nationals thinks
he has the real pitching goods.
Dick Cooley, the old National
leaguer, will manage the Helena,
Mont., club In the new Union league,
Work Is being rushed day and night
to have the Washington stands ready
for the American league opening.
The Montgomery team of the Southern league has dropped Its old nick
name "Climbers" and will be known
this season as the "Billikens."
The Appalachian Baseball- league
has been organized with teams in
Knoxville, Bristol, Johnson City, Mor- rlstown and Cleveland, Tenn., and
Asheville, N. C.
Manager Jimmy Barrett of the Mil
waukee team his thirty brewers
not thirsty, but thirty training in
Champaign, 111. Don't forget the Illinois and cause a libel suit.
In his new ball park at Newark, N.
J., Manager Joe McGlnnlty will fit
up a cozy retiring room for women
with a matron in charge There Is
still some class to the old "Iron Boy."
Every member of the New York
Yankee squad is sure that Gene Elliot will make good at third base.
Playing with the McKeesport team,
Elliot was the sensation of the O and
P League last season.
President Murphy of the Cubs started down into the Rathskeller of a
New Orleans hotel the other night,
and one ot the players watching the
"Chubby' One," disappear, remarked:
"Six weeks more of winter."
A Tacoma scribe is responsible for
this one. "While Isaac Rockenfeldt
of the Tacoma Tigers refuses to eat
ham with his eggs, he is, nevertheless, a Yankee. He says so himself.
Ikey's uncle Is a pawnbroker in St.
Petersburg, and his father runs a
clothing store in Omaha."
He saw R. D. Emslie on Feb.
ruary 10th and found his vision to be
better than normal.
"All oculists reading these reports
must agree that the seeing power of
the National League umpires Is normal in every instance, and that sev
eral of them are blessed with vision
considerably better than the average
man possesses- I doubt if the vision of
nine other men selected at random
would begin to approach this record.
It tends to convince me that the outlife, wide vistas, and instant
vision required of the baseball devo
tee must Increase the efficiency o!
the visual function. At least this the
ory offers another argument in favor
of the Great American game."
report-

-
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Safe Medicine for Children
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is a safe and effective medicine for
children as It does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs. The genluen Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is in
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
.
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is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

CORRECT

PRINTING

IS AN

ART

3

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing' Our work is
"correct" in every detail.
'

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be

cheerfully furnished

whether or not an order
ensues.. Prompt work is

assured.5
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HAY FEVER

islature. From Sacramento he will,
"Dr. W. W Fisher, of Sunbury, Pa.,
to visit some of examined M. W. Eason on January
6:16 A. M proceed northward
ELY'S CREAM BALM
of Oregon and 24th and found normal vision.
6:15 P. M the principal cities
Applied lno the nostrils
la quickly absorbed.
6:35 P. M Washington.
Charlet. Rlfller
GIVES RELIEF AT ONCE.
Depart
"Drs. Hedges and Compton, of Char- It cleanses, soothes, heals and protects the
2:10 P. M.
Foley Kidney Pills contain in con- lottesville, Va., saw Charles Rlgleron diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
and drives away a Cold in the Head quickly.
6:20 A. M. centrated form ingredients of estabFebruary .9th and report his vision Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
lished
value
for
relief
the
therapeutic
5:40 P. It
It is easy to use. Contains no injurious
and cure of all kidney and bladder as unusually acute.
No mercury, no cocaine, no mor7:00 P. It ailments.
drugs.
Foley Kidney Pills are anD.
Emslie
Robert
phine. The household remedy.
tiseptic, tonic and restorative. Re"Dr. John H. Cormack of St. ThomPrice, 60 cents at Druggists or by mail.
fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
EAST BOUND
as, Ontario, is most explicit In his ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St., New York
Red Cross Drug Co.
Arrive
9:10 P. M
11:10 P. M.
1:15 A. M
J
1:45 P. M.
Depart
9:15 P. 11
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
....11:20 P. M.
1:25 A. M.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitute,
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
M.
2:10 P.
1:60 P.
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Start of

For Sale

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND,
A

.

t

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

SPORTS

Monday

We residents of New Mexico are
still wild and woolly, at least in the
opinion of some of the people In
other states. Fred Lewis, a resident
of this city, has received a letter
from J. Q. A. Sprinkle, who lives in
Prloe, N. C, inquiring If the Indians
and rough people do not make it
dangerous for fanners living on New
Optic's Number, Main 2.
Mexico land. Lewis, by the way, is
something of an author. Sprinkle got
ADVERHATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED
his address by reading a hunting
TISEMENTS
story by him in the Popular Monthly.
Mr. Sprinkle's letter follows; evi
Five cents per line each Insertion
he could take lesBons in spellline.
a
to
dently
word
Eatlmateeix ordinary
of
Ne ad to occupy lest space than two ing from some of the "ruff people"
Mexico:
New
will
lines. All advertisements charged
"Prioe, N. C.
he booked at space actually set, with
903
Main
Avinue,
Mr.
Fred
Lewis,
Cash
ut regard to number of words.
"E. Las Vegas, N. Mex.
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.
'Dear Sir:
"I found you in the Popular Month
ly and as I hav Been thinking thome-thina Bout coming to N. Mex to
FOR SALE Kitchen range and heat- Live I would Be glad to hav a Friending stove at a bargain. Inquire L. ship correspondence with you
'I would Like for you to tell me
C. WIttea at Charles Ilfeld Co.
all a bout N. Mex and the people that
FOR SALE Van Drunt drill, 10 single Live their the Kind of Land and the
disk. Good as new. J. A. Deterlck, crops
"Does you Rals corn wheat oats
Phone Purple 5353.
Hay and potatoes is the Land good
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock there Does crop graw good there is
ha.bv chleka. S14.00 Der 100. Money there plenty of game and fish is it
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag much cold their in winter.
"What 13 Land worth their is Land
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Han., K z
Hard to get is the Land mostly Leale
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de or steap Land is the people mostly
scriptions. Notary seals and reo kind and clever their or are they
Rough would It Be Dangerous to Live
oids at The Optic office.
out on the farm from Wild animals
Indians or Ruff People what kind of
timber Doe you hav there for Build
ing and fire would ,that Be a prosper
FOR RENT New 5 room brick cot ous place to farm is the Land hard
tage, modern conveniences. Inquire to cultivate and can you use farming
902 Third street.
machinery on the Land their is the
people generally prosperous that will
FOR RENT One or two furnished work Tell your papy I certainly would
he
rooms, close in, with electric lights. Like to hav Been with him when
bath and heat, with or without Killed that Deer Pleas tell your papy
board. Inquire Calhoun, Agt., 608, to write me also and tell me what
success I would Be Likely to meete
Douglas avenue.
with in new mexico pleas write me
FOR RENT Nice suite of furnished at Earliest Date and give me all the
Interest you can in your country
housekeeping rooms. Bath, electric
"Thanking you In advance
918
location.
Excellent
etc
lights
"Yours very truly
Eighth street.
"J. Q. A. SPRINKLE."

SANITARY

CALENDAR

-

PERHAPS SOMEONE CAN INFORM
J. Q. A. SPRINKLE OF

COLUMN

CATTLE

THE WORLD

IN

Telephone Main 2
gontinuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
ISidentifies
it with your business. Continuous- -

never turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking,
J If you advertise occasionally,
somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

1

4
S

r.

.
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a tod by a political machine in Chicago,
elected by it. and subject to its or
FROM LITTLE
ders. Georage E. Cole, for years head
OLD
NEW YORK
of the Legislative Voters League, de
clared that the chairman "wo!d
1 one, April 3.
iNew
jump through a hoop of fire" if o
The trans on All Saints' (Cay, 1870, many memdered to do so by his political bosses.
portation problem In this city, with bers of his congregation used to row
In other states disreputable politics
its millions of inhabitants and hun across the East river on Sundays to
have not been allowed to interfere
dreds of thousands of transfers, pre attend the services. There were no
with the future of fraternal organiza
sents difficulties the magnitude of bridges then and ferries were irregudozen
which la frequently underestimated. lar. "Boss" Tweed was a
tions
a
Btates
from
and
reports
THREE MILLION SEEDLING
'Vestryman
TREES where the bill is now pending encour- IT WILL PROBABLY TAKE THPEE Inhabitants of smaller cities find it
of the church and many other wealSHIPPED FROM ILLINOIS
ORDAYS TO EFFECT
rather difficult to realize the enormity thy and prominent men belonged to
age the belief tbat it will be passed
IN ONE YEAR
of the passenger traffic on the subways the
GANIZATION
promptly and signed by the governors
congregation.
and other lines in this city. One of the
without delay.
Chicago, April 3. Reforestation In
Washington, April 3. Pursuant to bulletins issued the other day by the
Missouri Mule Hat Rival
The other afternoon a strange woeastern states largely has been done
the
president's call for an extraordin- Interborough company gives some man, we'l clothed and imld, knock
The mule of Missouri has register
irom a prairie state, a curious fact
which
Illustrate
con interesting figures
ed a kick front Chicago about a rival ary session of the
disclosed by shipments though
clearly some of the difficulties .with ed at the door of the rectory house
o
nouse
ana
01 rep which the
of millions of white pine and for government service in the United gress, the senate
company baa to contend of the Church of St. Catherine of GeTo the
spruce trees grown in Illinois by a man States and the Philippines the mule resentatives will meet tomorrow at in the effort of furnishing adequate noa, on Amsterdam avenue.
who has dtvoted a lifetime to the of China, which like the pigs and noon. The president s message relat- transportation facilities to the city's attendant who opened the door she
study of evergreens and how to erow geese of China is reported to be of ing to reciprocity with Canada will restlessly moving crowds. The figures said: "I think I heard a child cry
them. In one year it is said the ship- high quality. The celebrated draught not
give statistics concerning the number aa I passed out of the church Just
be sent until Wednesday.
animal
has
States
from
the
United
of
passengers who, at different times, now. Won't you see whether It is
ments, chiefly to New England, made
In the senate the routine program pass
Invaded foreign countries, shipments
DT D. Hill amounted to
through the Times Square sta- in trouble 7' The attendant ran to
three million even
Sher- tion of the
rector and when the rector
followed.
will
be
to
re
been
South
Africa
having
subway, either comint, tell the
seedling trees. On his farm at Dsn- arrived the woman was gone. The
or
corded
In
recent
months.
senate
to
to
man
call
homes.
Th
their
will
the
order,
going
during
the
dee,
long fuzzy rows of pines
and the attendant hastened to
spruces, hemlocks, larches and other North China the wealthy use mules and the president's proclamation call Times Square station is located pastor
the
and as they entered they
church,
instead
in
and
automobiles
the
finest
of
the
of
heart
the
theater
.district
evergreens comprise billions of seed
ing the session, will be read. A com and is
heard a cry. Lying in one of the
are
to
the
therefore
one
the
"Peking
employed
pull
patmostly
destined
to be transplanted to
lings
mittee will be appointed to call upon ronized
by the theater crowds. Care- pews, daintily dressed in clean white
the rugged slopes of the White Moun carts." North China's reputation for the
and informjiim that the ful observations
president
is
mules
in
the
fact
the
that
of
extending over many flannels and rolled In a shawl of bluo,
sjite
tains and Appalachians. The seed is
com
another
and
is
senate
in
In
weeks
session,
Chinese
is
showed
mule
that during the winter they found a baby girl. They took it
very poor
usually
planted in a hot house, and. transplant
to one of the sisters in the parochial
season
the
advise
12,500
will
mittee
condition,
persons
similarly
passed through
normally
ed to the open ground when a few In
school
adjoining the church. Pinned
As a rule, a mule never gets any food
on
that
an
station
average every af
house.
ches high. Each kind by Itself is al
to the child's garments was a note
ternoon
in
time
for
but
the
the
matinee
leaves
of
the
and
grass,
roughest
lowed to grow In rows so thick that
A big shift of seats in the senate
13,500 for the evening performances, containing the information that the
of kaoliang (a plant allied to the
they are one long fuzzy mass, each
will be the wiping out of 'Cherokee
that makes a total of about 26,000 child was twenty days old and asking
tree shoot serving as a protection for American broom corn), and black
strip" that group of seats on the ex- persons a day, who use the subway the finder to .have the baby baptised
which
the
boiled
in
take
beans,
water,
its neighbor until they attain a size
treme end of the minority side which and pass through the Times Squar in the church and named Annie
wnen transplanting is necessary. The place of grain. In South Africa spehave
been occupied for a number of station to reach the various theaters. Glynn. There was no signature or &aj
cifications
require the Missouri grown
depleted stock of Christmas trees for
That is due, The fact that this large crowd has to other mark by which the mother ot
New England and other states now mule, at least 15 hands high. It was years by republicans.
The
to
of
the
by demo- be handled practically (during two the child could be identified.
course,
replacing
is being replenished annually at the a long ourney to South Africa, seven
to Bell
dele- hours, one hour before matinee time little foundling was sent
in
several
crats
of
republicans
30
sea
on
at
the railway,
days
rate of millions, if not billions, the days
and one hour before the evening per- vue.
and three more days on railroad to gationsf
growing of white pine and .other trees
formances begin, increases the dif
seats
of
the
Under
rearrangement
18
days the
for lumber having been found more Johannesburg, and for
those who will have the front row of ficulty of the task- Of 'course, the
were standing almost knee-dee- p
mules
A number of prominent society and
profitable than growing corn, although
same crowds have to be bandied
in wtiter On one occasion a heavy seats on the republican side, beginwomen of Montclair, N- J., have
club
"the crop" can be harvested only
sea was shipped and portions of the nng at the center aisle, are, in order. again after the close of the perform- started a movement for the solution
twice In a lifetime.
mule boxes washed away. "If w Senators Frye, Cullora, Galligher, Hey- ances, but, although the rush imme- of the servant girl problem, one of
Penrose, diately after the close of the shows the most
Braudegee,
"Gag Rule" in Legislature
could breed mules like those in this burn, lEixon,
aggravatingly
puzzling
is perhaps as great or even greater
"Gag rule" in the Illinois legisla country," said a South African author Page and Poindexter. In the front
the housekeep
problems
confronting
ture to defeat the Mobile bill to safe- ity, "our fortunes would be made." The row of the democratic side will ap than before the shows begin, it sub- ers of New York and its suburbs.
guard the members of fraternal insur- mules sauntered into Johannesbrug as pear. In order, Senators Chamberlain, sides much sooner, while the return The plan of these women is to estab
movement of the crowds extends over
ance societies
lish throughout the state training
against mismanage fresh and dapper as though just from Johnston, Martine, Owen, Newlands;
and
Lea
Watson.
considerably more than one hour.
Terrell,
Taylor,
ment, inadequate 'rates and Insolven- the pasture.
and cooking schools for servants and
The clerk of the house will call
cy, has been traced to political ma
eirls who wish to become servants
Fire Vigilance Lacking
that
The Marine Observer
body to order at noon read the
chine control. Wheu the scandal
at, Sandy In these schools the girls are to be
Vigilance to prevent such a fire president's proclamation, and call the Hook rubbed his eyes in surprise the taught every branch of housework
concerning the Fraternal Tribunes soVork is lacking roll of those entitled to seats in the other morning, when he saw tha and
cooking under the direction of
ciety was under investigation it was horror as that in New
congress. The oath will French bark Quevilly, with her sails competent teachers.
control
the
under
In
political
The students
Chicago
also traced to quarters where machine
be administered, and the drawing of furled, coming majestically
the
througa
and
of
the
will
be
classified
building
department
and
upon gradua
in
is
In
stock
trade.
Illinois
politics
seats will then take place, the mem- Ambrose channel, which is never used tion will receive
diplomas,
clearly de
the opposition to the measure has same fact is believed to be true in bers
standing behind the rails until by sailing vessels. What made the fining their qualifications. It is ex
acproceeded from societies which fran- nearly every city in the country
a
mystery even greater was the fact pected that the opening of
for the name of each is drawn from
these
tically oppose state supervision of cording to reports to the League
box by a blindfolded page. Fol'owlng that the sailing vessel was not towed
women
of
Hundreds
sechools will introduce the
Public
Safety.
training
their finance or publicity of their afcustom. Representative Joseph G, by a steam tug.
The bark dropped employer and
employe upon a Com
fairs for the benefit of members. The and girls have been found working in Cannon, the "father of the house," anchor off Staten
,when
it
island,
in
hours
the
all
mon
sense
at
basis
and enable them to
buildings
Chicago
rrrrvrtmamia.,i Frmtrnl congress endorsed
probably will be allowed the privilege was learned., that she was equipped
It is planned
intelligently.
and has supported the measure which evening, while all outside doors were of
chosen with a
selecting his seat. The
gasoline engine to establish Buch training schools in
1b the same one already enacted in locked securely and the corridors of
In case of fire a leader of the democratic majority will which enabled her to make her an two or three cities and, if the ex
Missouri, Alabama, Washington, Ore- the building dark.
also be accorded the same privilege. chorage under Its own power. The periment should
prove successful, to
would result, and women and
gon, Utah, Montana and Idaho. In all panio
After the election of house officers, company which owns the bark intends
in
branches in other
cities
death
to
organize
would
be
trampled
girls
has
those states the bill
passed owing
committees will be appointed to wait to instal gasoline engines on all of throughout the state.
workstricken
the
of
rush
panio
to the support of the federations of the
upon the president and upon the sen- its sailing vessels, as it was found
the unlighted halls, it is ate
reputable fraternal societies, the Na- ers through
to advise both that the house is to be of great help during
calm
fortunate
those
Even
BABY" CASE'
"INCUBATOR
tional Fraternal congress and Asso- declared.
in session- Several days will probab- weather and considerably shortened
floor would
orciated Fraternities of America, follow- enough to reach the main
N.
to
the
the
Buffalo,
of
Y.,
be
the
complete
April 3. An echo of
required
ly
length
trip.
find their escape cut off by the locked
and get the house into
ing the drafting of the bill by the Nafamous
"Incubator
ganization
the
Baby" case
the state
tional Convention of Insurance com- doors. During the last year
order so that it may conworking
Island
a
has
town
severwhich
attention
wide
attracted
Long
already
and
40(1 factories
missioners. At two publlo hearings inspectors found
sider the matter for which it has named Babylon and one named Orient al years ago was heard in court here
In Chicago without adequate been called
together by the president. and if the plan conceived by Miltiadeg today when the case of the Pinker-to- n
regarding the bill in Illinois only op- buildings
and buildings where fire The senate will not be able to do
fire
escapes
were
measure
of
permitthe
N. Cossenas, a wealthy Greek resiponents
detective agency against Mrs.
blocked. The fact much business until the
reciprocity dent of Manhattan, is realized, it Stella Barclay came up for trial. The
ted to speak, a curious circumstance escape exits were
covers
which
measure comes over from the house, will soon have a town called Patrls, Pinkertons are
which was traced to the fact that the that the federal building,
suing Mrs. Barclay
and houses nearly
and it is probable that after dispos- which is the Greek for Fatherland. for balance
chairman of the committee was nomin- - an entire block
to be due on their
alleged
a
with
workers, is not equipped
ing of its preliminary business the It is the plan of Mr. Cossenas to found bill for services rendered in recover
to
the
was
brought
single fire escape,
senate will adjourn for several days not far from Babylon, a town or city ing the
baby after it had been kidattention of the state and' city authori- at a time until the action of the house inhabited
Greeks. naped by its mother. Mrs- - Barclay
by
exclusively
had
ties. It was declared that they
is taken.
There are more than 30,000 Greeks in is the foster mother of the child.
no jurisdiction over the government
The scope of legislation and the New York and if only one-hal-f
of that She was given possession of the baby
building. Without some active organi probable length .of the session are number should buy lots in the new the
year of the world's fair at St.
zation to prod officials into activity now the staple topics of discussion-Th- town and settle there, Patrls would
where the baby was on exhibiLouis,
and to expose menacing conditions
be
belief seems to
gaining become quite a large community. It tion in an Incubator. Mrs. Bleakley,
of
the
the present political system
ground that the new congress will the plan succeeds, Mr. Cossenas will the child's mother, signed away her
cities is said to discourage rather take up other subjects than reciprocilots for the sites of an
to the child, believing It was
give thirty-twthan encourage vigor and activity oy ty and tariff. The advocates of direct orthodox Greek church and a Greek rights
another
baby, on exhibition at the
found
was
building inspectors. It
election of senators will probably university with 25,000 in cash to- same time. One of the babies died
that no less than 4,000 buildings with- - make another try for their constitu- ward the cost of the buildings.
and she was told it was her own.
out adequate fire escapes were need tional amendment. An apportionment
Afterward
she became Convinced that
ing attention in Chicago and the only bill will be sent over by the house.
All
at
child was her own, and
Saints'
The
church
the
living
Episcopal
E.
By Lydia
result of the appalling loss of life The new members with a record to
and Scammel streets, once one through a court order in Illinois
Henry
in
New
as
Vegetable Compound
make will clamor for public build- of the most fashionable churches in got
through similar conditions
possession of the baby. Then folPeoria, 111. "I wish to let every one- York was a threat by Commissioner ings and river and harbor improve- the
city, but long since encroached lowed a long legal battle that exknow what Lydia E. Pinkham's reme- Campbell to close two buildings " f're ments. Conservation measures left
of Kansas.
idlca oavo uuue iui
upon by Russian and Polish immi- tended to the courts
me. For two years escapes were not installed. Regard over unfinished from the last session
Mrs.
soon
a
of
be
aid
of
will
the
the
Pinkertons,
thing
Through
grants,
I suffered. The docing the 3,999 other buildines he has may be revised. Indeed, the leaders past. The Rev. Dr. William Nicholas Barclay located the baby in Kansas
tors said I bad tu- not
think that the extra session may be Dunnoll, for
spoken.
mors, and the only
forty years rector of that City and is alleged to have gone there
called upon to take up a variety of
remedy was the surwill retire on Easter Sun- and kidnaped the infant, as a result
church,
My
geon's knife.
subjects for legislative action.
day and it is expected that after his of which she and one of the detecSOMETHING NEW IN RACING
mother bought me
First and goremost on the calendar, retirement the church will.' be per- tives were indicted. Later the baby's
Lydia E. Pinkham's
A
3.
novel however. Is the subject of reciprocity.
Indianapolis, Ind., April
closed. When Dr. DunneU own mother recovered possession of
Vegetable
race was commenced in Tom-- . Tnat tne Canadian agreement will be manently
and today I
of All Saints' church her child, which she now has.
took
first
charge'
wo
am a healthy
linson Hall here today under the di- given prompt approval by the house
or montns
man.
veteran
the
All of
I suffered from in- - rection of Dan O'Leary, a double- - is not doubted by any tofaction.
consider the
the democrats appear
fiammation,and your Sanative Wash re pedestrian. The contest is
lieved me. xour iaver inns uao u barreled event, with walkers and run- vote in the last session a committal
equal as a cathartic. Any one wishing ners paired in teams. The runners of the democrats to such legislation.
or wnas your iuwucmon uom
prooffnr
me can iret it from any drug are to use the track from 3 to 5:30 p. The proposed pact, on the other hand,
or
writing to me. You can use nr and the walkers from 8 to 10:30 ?. will find hard sledding when it
by
gist
my testimonial in any way you wish, m. Among the contestants are many reaches the senate.
Catarrh usually begins with irritated, inflamed membranes of the head,
and I will be glad to answer letters.
e
per- nose and throat, from which there is a constant and copious discharge of
and
his
will
President
Taft
urge
well
known
Mrs. Chhistixa heed, iua muuuuow,
nourished by
racers. Cash prizes aggregat manent tariff commission plan, which watery matter. Nature intends that these membranes shall be
Peoria, 111.
delicate
these
into
matters
and
waste
deposited
but
impurities
to cause a wrangle in the blood,
Another Operation Avoided.suf--- ing $1,000 will be distributed among is expected
is a natural result. There is
and
the
inflammation
seta
discharge
up
sesparts,
the
congress and help to prolong
the winners.
New Orleans, La. "For years I
one way to cure Catarrh, and that is to remove the cause by purifying
tmm obvpta female troubles,
sion. Then, again, should the com- only
(
blood.
Washes, sprays, inhalations, etc., do not reach the circulation,
the
to my bed ana
mittee accede to demands for a gen- and therefore can only afford temporary relief. S. S. S. cures Catarrh by
Finally I was confined
neceswas
an
STARTS
said
LEAGUE
doctor
operation
"SALLIE"
the
eral revision of the tariff to be open cleansing the blood of all impure catarrhal matter, and at the same time
sary. I gave Lydia E. Pinkham s VegColumbia, S. C, April 3. The South to the world, the session probably building up the system by its unequalled tonic effects. In other words
etable Compound a trial first, and
cnori fmm an oDeration. Mrs. Atlantic baseball league started its would drag through the summer and S. S. S. cures Catarrh by purifying the blood so that the mucous surfaces
of
1111 Kerlerec St, New season
today, with Macon playing it well into the fall. In any event there and linings of the body are supplied with healthy nourishment instead
Lilt Peyroux,
inflamed
the
Then
La.
from
catarrhal
the
irritated
impurities.
Orleans,
Columbus, Jacksonville at Albany, appears to be little likelihood that being continually
is
The great volume of unsolicited tes. Savannah at Charleston and Augusta the senators and representatives will membranes heal, the discharge is checked, head noises cease, the stomach
Catarrh
on
Book
mucus.
with
is
no
throat
and
the
poprin
toned
longer clogged
timony constantly
up,
Columbia. The schedule provides be able to get away from Washington
conclusively that Lydiae remarkable at
and any medical advice desired, free. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
J140 games, with Sep
of
season
a
,a
in
for
weather
before
hot
the
.Compound
begins
Vegetable
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
remeay ior inoso
earnest.
suffer. tember 9 as the closing date.
1113 from which so many women
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STRAY TOPICS

WILL CONVENE

STATES

T

Sixty-secon-

d

Vive-Preside-

-

-

.

'

Sixty-secon-

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOODS

OAM?

Chi-cag-

d

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

TOE LOBBY

SOCIETY

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

AND

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A. M
Regular communi-

Meets first and third Tuwlay,
evenings each month, at Yratarnal
Brotherhood hall. Vlaiting Broth art
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulra,
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.

F. O. E.

cation first and
third Thursday is
each month. Visiting brothers cor FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
102 Meets every Monday night at
U.; Chaa. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
their hall In the Schmidt building,
vest of Fountain Square, a! tight
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
oVJock.
Vlaiting members are corar
TEMPLAR--RegulKNIGHTS
Fred Philips, presiwelcome.
dially
oonclTi second
Carrie
Secretary; O.
Schrock,
dent;
Tnmflsj in seen, momth at
Bally, Treasurer.
Masonic Tlmple at 7:30 p. m. C D.
Borcier, 8. C; Chmrle Tamme, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 646,
Recorder.
I. O. B. B. Meets every first TuesLA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
day of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at S
ARCH MASONS Regular coavoca- tlon first Monday la each
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers arc
inivted. Isaao
month at Masonic Temple,
Appel,
cordially
Chas. Greenclay, Secat 7:30 p. m. J. A.
President;
H. P.; Chaa. H.
retary.
Sporleder, Secretary. ,
KNIGHTS OF
COUNCIL

i

Rut-ledg- e,

COLUMBUS,

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E,
S. Meets second and fourth Thurs
days in Masonio Temple. Mrs. Ag

nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tho
mas B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
KNIGHT8
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.

Meets second and fourth
Thursday In O. R. C. ha!L Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. MackeL F. S.
NO. 804

I. O. O. F

LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.

1

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting Brethren cordially invited to attend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

Vlaiting Knights are
cordially invited.
Charles E.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODChancellor
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Commander; Harry
Meets the second and fourth TuesMartin, Keeper of
days of each month in the W. O. W.
Records and Seal.
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. VlaBALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
iting neighbors are cordially InUNION OF AMERICA Meet first
vited,
and third Wedaesdaya of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
DENTISTS.
halt A. E. Hayward, P. M..; W. A.
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memF. R. LORD
bers cordially invited.
DENTIST
Office Plonssr Building
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Rooms S and 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Office
Phone Main 67
month at O. R. C. hall.
Vlaiting
Residence Phone 41S
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConDR. E. L. HAMMOND
don. Secretary.
DENTIST
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth- 8uk
4. Crockett
Baa
Building.
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
ahoaee at of flea and resMaaee.
Thursday of each month, eighth
ATTORNEYS
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting brothers always welcome to the wigwam. Geo. H. Hnmner Chester A. Huakar
W.t o. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
HUNKER A HUNKER
chief of records and collector of
Attorneys at Law
Lab Fsgas,
New M axles.
wampum.
.

Lieb-schnie- r,

.

GROSS, KELL Y

CO.

&

8

(Incoporatod)

.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

0

SAVED

and Doalorm In

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN

o

OPERATION

VEHlCLES--

WAGONS-RAC- INE

FROM AN

and PELTS
KlS

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M. , Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N.

M-- ,

Rowe, N. M., Pecos,

K.-

M.,

Trinidad, Colorado

Pinkham's

Com-Doun- d.

For the Special Trade
Brandies W his keys Wines

six-da- y

I

rr F (c WU 5 THE SYSTEM
)ofc)ofc3) OF CATARRH

3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy

Apricot Brandy
5

Stars

Different Brands

Sauterners'

of Bourbou and

Virginia Dare

Rye, so we have
your brand.

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

California Brandy

Claret

jmrsteiner
also
White
Port
Port Wine,
Imported
andSherry

heel-and-to-

a

uia.n

17

Q. H. MummsCo.
Pommery
GreatWeste

on

p.em &
C.

:

is. Air

r. FARLEY, Prop.

Winners Optic Classified Ads.

if

r

',
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LOCAL NEWS
DRINK

DOLE'S

Old Crow sold over

Phone Main

193

at

"The Passion Play," 3 reels, ' 3,000
feet of film. Duncan Opera house
Tuesday night.
Be sure and visit Taichert'a remov
al sale. (Prlces very low Just like 'giving things away at Taichert'a. '

Jl

$4.00 shoes for $2.85; $2.50 shoes
for $1.65. Hats worth $3.60 for 98c.
See our regular ad. Taichert's.

me wnue

Kitchen has for sale a
gasoline lighting plant In good con
dition. Seven lamps and tank. Cheap,

US--

Have your cleaning done early to
avoid the rush, for Easter will soon
be here.
Parisian Cleaners, Phone

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

Main 35.

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

There will be work in the third de
gree at I, O. O. P. lodge tonight All
members and visiting brothers urged
to be present
Thelma, by Marie Corelli, a tale of
The Land of the Midnight Sun."
Beautiful and spectacular.' Photoplay

FREE!

FREE!

Theater tonight

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR

We are prepared to take care of
any and all kinds, of cleaning and
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed. Phone Main 35.

Roller Mills
jLas Vegas
Phone Main

Local Shriners are looking forward
with pleasure to the ceremonial of
Ballut Abyad Temple of the Ancient
and Arabic Order of the Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine, which will be held May
31 In the new Masonic temple In Al
buquerque.

131

Program Photoplay tonight; "Thel
A Wreath of Orange
ma," Sellg;
Blossoms," Biograph; "The Cattleman's Daughter," Essany.

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

Bringing with him two handsome
baby boys Dr. Stork arrived in Las Ve- s last night He left one,
who
wieghed eight pounds, at the home of
Mr., and Mrs. George Legg. This
morning he left the other youngster,
who tips the beam at twelve pounds,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Shupp. George Legg Is a motorman
for the street ear company and Louis
Shupp Is city salesman for the Charles
Ilfeld company.

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building)
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Armour's Simon

ludwig wn. ileeTd;

'

AID ELECTS NEv OFFICERS
The Ladies' Aid Society of the First
Baptist church met at the home of
Mrs. John Shank, 513 East Douglas
avenue, Saturday afternoon. The following officers were elected: President Mrs. E. J. McAllister; first vice
president Mrs. T. A. Gilpin; second
vice president Mrs. Judd Detterlck;
secretary Miss Grace Robinson; treasurer Mrs. H. C. Young.
After the meeting was adourned the
hostess served delicious refreshments.
The next meeting will be held at the
home of Mrs. Shank, Saturday afternoon, April 15. All ladies Interested
Yesterday a big crowd of fans went in Baptist church work are cordially
to Amusement park to watch the can invited to be present
didates for the Maroons and a team
THERE'S A REASON I MEAN
representing the Santa Fe shops pull
For Sate Vacation ranch three and
baseball game.
off an early-seaso-n
Considerable class was shown by a half miles north of Las Vegas, on
some of the players. So many changes the Mora road, 160 acres, a snap. 53
in the line up were made in order acres under cultivation, fenced with
to give everybody a chance that the new cedar posts and four white wires;
score keeper lost track of the game. good buildings, fine well of soft waThe score, however, was not impor ter, running water through ranch. If
tant The day's work Showed that you are not blind, better look the
the Maroons will have some dandy place over with owner, or phone Olive
5011.
material to draw from this season.
If the place is sold, will also sell a
Assistant Postmaster Ernest Blood lot of farming implements cheap.
today received a message from Post- Horses and wagon, and a fine Jersey
master F. O. Blood in San Marcial cow.
ELI CALDWELL.
to the effect that Mrs. Blood's moth
er, Mrs. E. E. LaMaster, died at her
home In that city this morning. Mr. COX FACES NEW INDICTMENTS
and Mrs Blood were both with Mrs.
Cincinnati, O., April 3. George B.
Mrs.
occurred.
the republican leader, after a
death
Cox,
when
LaMaster
LaMaster had visited here often and three days' absence following there-turof fresh Indictments charging
had many friends in Las Vegas. She
had been ill for some time and death him with perjury, appeared in court
was not unexpected.
shortly before noon today. He gave
bond. No explanation where he had
been or why he had absented himself
Colonel E. C. Abbott, in command
was
made.
of the First Regiment of the New
announced
Mexico National Guard, has
the promotion of Sergeant Charles
O'Malley to the position, of sergeant-majo- r
of the Second batallion. O'Mal
ley Is a veteran of the. Spanish war.
He takes great interest in national
guard affairs and will make good
in his new position.
Employes of the Gehring hardware
store this morning found in the alley
in the rear of the store the body of
an infant boy. The body was wrapped in rags and enclosed toy a newspaper. It was lying almost In the
middle of the alley and evidently had
been thrown there during the night by
some person who hurriedly performed an unwelcome task. The body was
taken charge of by the city physician
who ordered it buried. No inquest was
held. No clew as to the identity of
the parents of the child, which was
not fully developed, has been found.
,

Well Wash

Your Clothes
Much Cleaner

On account of the fact that "busi
ness was rushing" at the court. house
this morning and required the attention of some of the members of the
board, the county commissioners postponed their regular monthly meeting
until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
The Fraternal Brotherhood will
hold its regular weekly meeting to
night All the members are urged
to be present as the officers are
planning to spring a pleasant

AGED WOMAN A SUICIDE

Denver April 3. Failing to hear
from her nonogenarlan husband, who
has been absent three weeks, in
search of work) and fearing misfor
tune had overtaken him, Mrs. Mary
Carly, aged 91, ended her life with
carbolic acid some time last night
No other quite so good It The body was found early today in
616
will make your pies, biscuits etc. the cellar of the family home,
West First avenue, by Mrs. P. Carly, a
daughter-in-law- ,
who with her hus
flaky light and digestible.
band arrived a few days ago from
Beardsley, Kan., for a visit.

Lard

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Use

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko
Phone Vegas 450

it instead

of

Does not cook so dry.
next time.

614 Lincoln Avenue

butter.

Try it

000000000000

If You Want the Best

1.

'

V

GROCERIES,

BAKERY GOODS, MEATS,

POULTRY

--

1

FISH, ETC, BUY THEM OF THE

Graaf

& Hay ward Co.

NOTHING

BETTER TO BE HAD
.4

They

Look-Goo-

d

GROCER.

The principal reason why you
should send your washing to
us, instead of to a washerwoman or doing it yourself at
home, is that we'll wash your
clothes much cleaner.

Store

ar

EATABLE

They Taste Good

They are Good

,,.

Mrr350

.

i fW

Quarter-size- s
In' addition to
the usual half and full sizes. Re-ga- ls
come in
and
one-quart-er

sizes in between.
This double number of fittings
insures an exact fit forsvery foot
three-quart-

?4

er

Custom Stales

...

And yet our Regals

wmmmmmmmmmammmsmmmmmn

Oi.

Reoal

fords reproduce ti.d latest. Correct
custom styles, no; 'ound in other
season. -

ready-to-we-

shoes until the following

ar

cost, you no more than ordinary shoes!

G REENBE RGER'S

See the Display of .Oxford's in Our Show Window

Spring Specials Worthy
of Your Attention
JUL
y

50

feet

AT OCR REGULAR PRICES

TT,

,

inch Gknfen Hose for $5.00. Money Back Lawn
Mowers, guaranteed
f 5.00. Garden Hoes 300. Rakes 40c.
A new and fine line of Hammocks just
Spading Forks 90c'.
.
received.
3--

4

,

J.

JOHNS EN

C.

SON

&

liilBi. CQ5IEnillTCIIEI!UADi;;ETS

Ice
Pure
Manufactured
"'"'"''""iSwsMMBis
From Distilled Water
Phone MeJn 227.

We wash your clothes in eight
complete changes of water.
These waters range in temperature from cold to boiling hot.
We use plenty of good, pure
soap, and we get the clothes
white, sweet and clean.

SCREENED cSSLs LUMP
Anthracite Coal, 'all's'

Our service includes Rough
Dry Wash and Washing and
Prices on
Ironing complete.
each service are reasonable.

HANDED DOWN

The Supreme
Washington, April
Court of the United States today
failed to hand down the decisions
in the big corporation cases which
have been looked for some time.
3.

a. yj. corwon
Phono Main 21
Retail Prices:

,

2,000

lbs, or more, each delivery,

Good Bread

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity ax
lasting Qualities ..of wnlch ( have made Las Vegas famous. Office 791
,
Douglas Avenue. c

'

When

you buy it you

cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
days or mono; refunded. r0o.

is our watchword."

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main 462,

40o per 100 lbs.
60o per 100 lbs.

AG UA FURA COMPAUY

is a Luxury

want the best. "Cleanliness

A fine pot of Tulips or Narcissus with 2 to 4 blooms for
'only a quarter of a dollar. Just the thing for a1 small
rememberance to the sick or well.

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 110 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.

1,000 lbs., to 2000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs, to 1,000 lbs, each delivery,
50 lbs, to 200, lbs, each delivery
Less than 60 lbs, each delivery,

PILES CURED IN 8 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to

WINDOW

bteam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Foot of Main St.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81,

-

Aflt MT3 tfQO

--

..V

NO DECISIONS

SEE OUR SPRING BULB
j

.

.

.

CRYSTAL ICE CO.

G REAT REMOVAL SALE
It is cheaper for us to sell the present stock
at sacrifice than to move it. As we will start
in with a new line of goods. This space is lim
ited therefore we can not quote prices. Come
and see us.

,l '.

WHEAT, RYE and HOME
I-

-

!

Fresh every day

MADE.

.

.

012.OO Suits at OG.OD
010.50 Suits at 011.05

Try it at

'f

I

"

nug.

We make CREAM.WHOLE

WE ALWAYS

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

STEARHS,

Custom Instep The patentREGALORM
ed, two-pa- rt
Lasts, on which Regal Shoes are
made, are removed from the finished Regal Shoes fri sections.
This permits the instep or "waist
of the shoes to be made small and

n

Leaf

DRY CLEANING

oe

PHONE MAIN 379

Pure

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

H

Ankle Fit Regal Oxfords fit
smoothly and evenly around the
anVIe, whereas ordinary low-cut-s,
made on high-shlasts, sag and
' gape at the ankle.
j

The annual meeting of the Presby
terian church will be held Wednesday
evening at 7:30 o'clock at the church

CALL ON

Hug-Re- gal
Oxfords
at the heel never chafe
or cut because ihey ate made
on special Oxford lasts. . -

fit inugly

10 o'clock

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan
pf .'govts. 11017 Tilden. Telephone
Mam 57. "

BUSY

194

REGAL OXFORDS

'

Winchester Rifles

the bar at Long's

Lunch every morning

.

or Main

J"" 0

at Long's Buffet.

Full Pint Bottle, 35c
1

AND

Euffet

Unfermented It is Certainly Fine

UK

at Nolette'a barber

Heel

Pure Hawaiian
Pineapple Juice

THE STORE THAT'S

Colts Revolvers

.

No long waits
shop.

Exclusive Features of Our

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

Ranch Phone 276.

if":;

w

HtRMAH

WILB

ft CO)

Buffalo, h. v.

A

V

$20,$22b Suits $13.95

A

TAICHERT'S
Next to

Wells-Farg- o

Express Co.

